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mgRODUGTIOM
There is an extensive literature on the pyrolysis and 
photolysis of organic iodides. The mein reason for the popularity 
of these substances as subjects for kinetic investigations is tiia 
relative weakness of the cafbon-iodine bonds, the cmparativGly 
ready splitting of these bonds providing a possible initiating 
process for the decomposition.
The object of the present work was to establisli the kinetics 
of the pyrolysis of methyl iodide in the presence of hydrogen 
iodide, with a view to determining the carbon-iodine bond 
dissociation energy* Ogg^ carricd out a kinetic investigation 
into the pyrolysis of methyl, ethyl, and n-propyl iodides in the 
presence of hydrogen iodide * Hoir^ ever, apart from the fact tïiat
the bond dissociation energies derived from Ogg*s analysis of his 
data are about 12 k.cals. par mole lower than values from other
sources, work done in St, Andrews, on the pyrolysis of trifluoromethyl
2 5iodide and ben^l iodide^  » suggested that a mechanism different
from that postulated by Ogg was operative*
In the light of these considerations, it seemed that a
reinvestigation of the thermal reaction betv/een methyl iodide and
hydrogen iodide was necessary* Before describing this present
wo3dc, a summary is given of published work on the decompositions of
iodides, and on carbon-iodine bond dissociation energies*
8ŒŒ GENERAL FmTUBEB OF THE .HROIZBEB 0P ORGAmO CmeommS.
It,has been found that the gas-phase pyrolyses of many 
organic opirpounda involve free radloala. The esdstence of free 
gas-phase radicals was first demonstrated hj Bsnoth and Hofedita^ 
in their stu^r of the decomposition of lead te trame thyl, when they 
found that the metl^ yl radicals produced removed metallio mirrors.
Borne, of these free-radical reactions involve a chain mechanism» 
which can account for the fact that experimentally dboervcd 
activation energies can he considerably leas than any bond- 
.dissociation energy pertaining to the partioular compound involved.
The mechaniam of the reaction must be completely elucidated 
in order to allow any elementary reaction rate perajïietera to be 
estimated. In free-radical reactions, the precise study of 
individual reaction steps is hanpored by the difficulty of accurately 
measuring the very small radical concentrations. However, it has 
been fairly well established that the activation energies for the 
attack of radicals end atoms on molecules ecre low.
Besides the activation energy, the other parameter controlling 
the value of a reaction rate constant is the pre-exponential factor 
in the Arrhenius esqpression for the teisperature*'dependence of the 
rate constant. The value of k is given by
k = A.e = Tj.z.e
- 5 -
where E is the activation energy, and Z the collision rate 
calculated on the basis of the kinetic theory. The steric factor 
p was introduced to account for temperature- independent factors 
found to be much smaller than the calculated collision frequency Z. 
It is supposed to correspond to the fact that, when a free radical 
approaches a molecule, not only must the energy requirements be 
satisfied for reaction to occur, but also certain geometrical 
orientations are necessary for the radical to successfully attack 
iiie molecule* This interpretation is borne out to some extent 
by the fact that the value of p decreases as the complexity of the 
attacking radical increases* Ihile this general trend holds good, 
no detailed pattera can be inferred. In fact, attenpts to ei^làin 
the values of p- factors on the basis of kiîietio theory are not 
very successful. A deeper understanding of pre-e^onential factors 
is gained frantransition state theoiy, which takes into account the 
internal degrees of freedom of the reacting species neglected in the 
classical kinetic theory*
THE DEOmPOBITION OF OmAHIO IODIDES*
When an organic vapour is heated, the v/ealcest bond in the 
molecule breaks first, since the probability of sufficient energy 
being concentrated in a bond for this to happen depends on a 
factor e * Since the energy required for rupture appears in
the index, a relatively smell difference between the dissociation 
energies of t\'/o bonds can mean a large différence between tha^  
probabilities of their breaïcing at a given temperatui‘e*
In alkyl iodides, the carbon-iodine bond dissociation energy 
is the lowest, being about 54 k. cols* per mole. The carbon - 
carbon and carbon - hydrogen bond energies are of the order of 80 
and 100 k# cals, per mole respectively, so that at temperatures where 
the carbon - iodine linic breaks at an experimentally observable rate, 
the rate of n%)ture of the other bonds will be negligible. These 
remarks on the miiiEolecular fission of bonds also apply, in general, 
to the relative ease with which the bonds are attacked by other 
species. Thus, attack by atoms and free radicals will generally 
consist in preferential attack on the weaîcest bond in the substrate 
molecule, although the energy associated with the bond being formed 
by the reaction also bears on the preferred reaction path. The 
principal exception to this rule is the phenomenon of hydrogen 
abstraction bÿ' free radicals. The weaker carbon - carbon bonds 
are not attacked because of the steric shielding provided by the 
tctraliedral arrangement of atoms around the carbon nuclei,
Tlic primaiy step in the decomposition of most organic iodides 
has been deduced from the kinetics as being the breaking of the 
R - I bond, in accordance with the above. The only other reasonably 
likely first step is the decomposition into hydrogen iodide and an 
olefin. This is a rnudi more complicated process than the rupture
of a single carbon - iodine bond, and experimental evidence 
indicates that it is much less likely to occur than the simple
Some iodides, such a.o methyl, trifluorcmethyl» beniyl»
and plienyl iodides, cannot decompose to an olefin and HI. since
the molecule contains no carbon atom carrying eliraimhle hydrogen
adjacent to the, carbon - iodine grouping# For such substances,
the only initiating step possible is the rupture of the carbon -
iodine linkage# On the other hand, the pyrolysis of t-butyl 
6iodide appears to proceed minly by the eliminAtion reaction
to give isobutylene and hydrogen iodide#
Most other iodides decompose to give a certain amount of HI
amng the products, This can arise either from the elimination
reaction inferred to, or from secondary reactions of iodine atoms
and the other radical fragments#
For convenience, the possible secondary reaotiom which can
occur will be listed, and the extent to which they have been found
to occur then discussed#
When the initiating process consists of the elimination
reaction previously described, to give an olefin and HI, the
addition of HI to the olefin to reform the parent coi%x)und is
practically the only Conceivable secondary reaction# According
6to Jones and Ogg, this occurs in the case of jt-butyl-iodide, an 
equilibrium being set up.
.6..
In the inore usual case, where the initial prooeao is bond 
fission to give a radical R and an iodine atom I» the following 
processes are conceivable as secondary stepss-
(a) The radical may react with iodine atoms or molecules, to give 
the parent iodide BÏ#
(b) The radioals may dimerise, forming E - E, or tv/o radicals 
can disproportionate to give a saturated hydrocarbon and an olefin, 
(o) The radical may decompose by a unimolecular process to give
an olefin and a hydrogen atom. This hydrogen atom may then attack 
either the parent iodide or an iodine molecule, giving rise to HI, 
plus a radical E or an iodine atom, respectively. Alternatively, 
the radical may be destroyed on the wall,
(d) The radical ïnoy attack an iodide molecule by the process 
a + El — > EH + a% or even by the step E + El -4^  E - a f I .
The fragment Ê* is a radical containing an iodine atom, wlH.ch may 
take part in secondaiy processes analogous to those of the radical 
E described above,
(e) Iodine atoms will talce part in the normal equilibrium
I  +  I  ( + M )  I g ( + M ) .
(f) An. iodiïiô atom may abstract hydrogcn from a free radical to
give HI plus an olefin.
(g) An iodine atom may attack a parent iodide molecule according
to the scheme I + El ---  ^ E +
(h) In systems where HI is fomed by some process, the reaction of
à radioel with HI may take place, thus R <¥ HI— -> MÏ •¥ I.
Various other conceivable reactions have been omitted from the 
list. Thus, the reaction R + HI ■— > El + H, being endothermio, 
is much less likely to occur than (h), #iioh is exotheimic,
iSimilarly, the process I  ^RI — > HI -h B % is endothermie by 
about 29 k. oals, per mcle? and is thus much less likely to occur 
than (g), which is endothermio by about only 19 k* cals, per mole. 
Hmvever, this type of hydrogen abstraction by iodine atoms has been 
postulated as a step in the iodine-catalysed decon^osition of acetone. 
The hydrogen atoms in this case are rendered labile by the 
neighbouring carbonyl group, and are thus more liable to be
6
. A good exan%)le for demonstrating the occurrence of several of
these elementary reactions is the photolysis of methyl iodide. It
7 8is well knovm that the quantum yield is extremely low,  ^ due
presumably to the ooourrenoe of highly efficient back reactions,
9The following mechanism was proposed by West and Bohlessinger to
account for the kinetics and products identified.
hY:gi oHg + I (1)
O H g  +  I   O H g l  ( S )
O H g  +  O H g l  --------------->  O H ^  +  C H g l  ( S )
O H g l  +  I  --------- >  O î ^ g l g  ( 4 )
OHgX -f OHg ---^ (45.)
3HgI --- > CHgIg + OHg (5)
- 8 -
G H g ( 0 )
â o i i g ------------------ >
%
( 7 )
O I L  +  O H „ I
a  O
---- >
w
( 8 )
2 0 1 1 ^  — — ^  
o % (9)
I  +  I  +  M  - a* I f )  " f  M ( 1 0 )
This re action system is very complicated, and attempts have 
been made to simplify the kinetics by "fixing" the radicals in some 
Y/ay, thus stopping the secondary reactions* Substances used for 
this purpose, Ydth varying degrees of success » have been nitric
i 0 A 4 4 i Ooxide/ silver/^ ' ^ .and hydrogen iodide* It is of some Interest 
that reaction (s) in the above schema has been postulated as being 
caused by ”hot" methyl radioals*
ÏÎ1 a series of papers, Ogg and his collaborators have reported 
the behaviour of a number of iodides on pyrolysis in static systems.
The carApounds investigated ware n-pfopyl,^^ iso-pi'opyl»^  ^n-butyl,^ '^
1 7  1 8  5  1 0sec-butyl, iso-butyl/ t-butyl, mid ©thylene*^  iodides#
The case of t-butyl iodide appears to be exceptional» since» as 
stated previously» the major part of thé reaction appears to involve 
a direct molecular split» yielding the olefin and HI* The kinetics 
of the isO'T'propyl iodide decomposition could be explained on the 
basis of a similar initiating step, but this mechanism is open to 
various difficulties in this casé* and a free radical mechanism appears 
more likely*
For all the iodides mentioned above, except t-butyl end ethylene
*9#
iociides» the overall reaction v/aa given by the equation
« %  + + 4
In s%)ite of tliis point of similarity ? the rate equations and 
proposed mechardsias differed considerably, Üfluis, iso-propyl 
iodide gave first order kinetics»w
Of the various mechanisms possible» that proposed by 
20Schumacher seems the most feasible, 
i.e. OgHyl --> 4 I
aOjjH, — > Ogiig 4. OgHg 
21 — > Ig
The rate-determining step should thus be the initiating unimolecular
split, so that the activation energy should be identifiable with the
16oarbon-iodine bond energy. Jones and Ogg found tliis to be 
42.9 k* cals# per mole, vAiich is lower than expected from modem 
data#
19 21Ethylene iodide ’ and sec-butyl iodide gave similar kinetics, 
botii decoimositions following the rate equation
In eadi case» the first-order contribution to the rate was 
asBiaîïtôd to correspond to a dii’ect tmiîiioleoular decomposition, while 
the second term was accounted for by a mechanic #iose rate- 
determiïîing step was a reaction of the type
I + E l  > II + Ig-
—lOr
The main iodirio-produolng reactions in the pyrolyses of 
n-propyl and, iso-butyl iodides were found to be of this iodine- 
catalysed nature, the rate equation being
it ^
Tîie iso-butyl iodide decomposition was investigated by Jones»^^ 
who accounted for the rate expression on the basis of a mechanism 
involving activated iodide molecules. This seems unlikely to be 
correct» in view of the histoiy of other activated molecule 
mechanisms*
15Jones and Ogg» in their paper, on n-propyl iodide, give a 
detailed discussion of possible kinetic schemes» and accept a 
somewhat oow)lex mechanism involving isomérisation of the n-propyl 
radicals to the iso-propyl isomers, through reaction with iodine,
i.e* ^ iso-Ogbyl + I*
20Schumacher has criticised this mechanism» and suggests an 
alternative mechanism based, as before, on a reaction of the typo
I + BI -- ^ R + Ig
An example of a radical attacking a parent iodide molecule» 
yielding an iodine atom and a radical dimer» is afforded by the
OK%)yrolysis of allyl iodide.'^  T^ ie proposed mechanism is 
O I I g =  O H . O H g l  O H g Z = O H . O I i g  +  I
I  +  I  I g
O H g = =  O H . O H g  +  C H ^ O H . O H g l — >  ( O H g  =  O H . O I - ^ ) g + I  
The relative stability of the ellyl radicals» due to resonance
-11-
"smearing" of the odd electron over the entire radical, is doubtless 
the main factor in peimltting the iodide dissociation equilibrium 
to be established# Radicals not stabilised in this way are 
destroyed too rapidly by secondary reactions,
A soniewliat similar situation is found in the case of bensyl 
iodide, the radical in this instance being the highly stabilised 
bensyl radio^ .. The reaction has been investigated by Gow and 
Horrex,'' and the meohonlsm found to be
OgHgCHgl OgHgOHg + I
I  +  O g H g O H g l  ^ = ±  O g H g O H g  +  I g
X .I  +  I  ^ = :  I g
^ 6 % %  — ^  (OgHgOIIg)g
The rate-determining step is the formation of dibensyl.
Ssv’/aro'* had previously postulated the following moohanism for 
the decomposition5-
C g H g C H g  I  ^  C g H g C H g  +  I
I + I Ig
a O g H g . C H g  — >  ( O g H g . O H g ) g  
The rate-deteiming step is again the dimérisation of benzyl radicals, 
but the equilibrium was believed to involve only the unimolecular 
fission process and its reverse.
The method of radioactive tracers has been used by Moyes in 
thcmal and photochemical studies of iodides in inert solvents» using 
radioactive iodine. For diiodoethylene, ^  allyl i o d i d e benzyl
- 1 2 -
?6 27iodide end seo-butyl iodide » it was shovm that iodine atoms were
involved in the exchange between the iodide and the radioactive iodine,
Also, for allyl and bensyl iodides» the reaction steps
R + Ig --- ^ RI + I
I + KI -- > R + Ig
were shmm to occur*
More direct proof of the occurrence of free radicals in the 
decomposition systems of organic iodides has been obtained by Lessing 
pnd his collaborators» by use of the mass spectrometer*
Thus iiiethyl» allyl, and bensyl radicals were detected in the 
pyrolyses of the corresponding iodides, but the corresponding radioals 
did not appear in the cases of n-propyl and iso-propyl iodides.
Methyl radicals were detected in these two oases, however, and those 
probably result from the decaaposition of the expected pro%)yl 
radicals.
The whole field of iodide decompositions has been critically 
reviewed by Stoaole#^^ The general conclusion to be drami from his 
assessment of the literature seems to be that, in most oases, the 
complexities of the reactions have not been fully explained.
A large number of iodides were pyrolysed by Butler, Mandel and 
Poianyi)^^^^^ using a fast flov/ teclmique# Their work was intended 
only as a broad survey, to discover whether differences in bond 
strengths with varying molecular ewironraents could be detected by 
the kinetic method- They used very short reaction times, thus
-15-
hoping to out out the effects of secondaiy reactions. Ho attempt 
was made to eatsibliali the mechanism of the decompositions, the 
kinetics being assumed to be first order. Activation energies were 
calculated from their first order rate constants by assuming a value 
of lO^ s^ecs*"^  for the A- factor. In this way, for emiiple» they 
estimated the oarbon-iodine bond dissociation energy in methyl 
iodide to be 54 k. cals* per mole, a value in excellent agreement 
with modem data. The irvestigators themselves point out, however» 
that there are a number of puzzling complications in their results, 
and it seems unlikely that their work is reliable*
Tliis flow system work was considerably extended in St'. Andrews
by Lapage and Horrex and by Oundall and Horrex. Using nitrogen
as carrier gas, the overall reaction v;as shown to be 
4 OH^I — > 5 CH^ + 0 + 2 Ig*
The primary step was concluded to be the uniïiaolecular fission of the 
iodide molecule to give a metliyl radical end an iodine atom. Ho 
chain reaction occurs, as the fastest rate observed was in the 
presence of toluene as radical acceptor*
At high total pressures, of the order 600 mms* » in the presence
of toluene, first-order constants could be derived from the results,
given by s e 34,700/kT^  The A- factor is in line with
theoretical expectations, and the activation ener^ in good agreement 
with modem values for the cafbon-iodine bond energy. Omission of 
the toluene in the above conditions gave first-order constants
—14—
 ^ , bOp/RT ^ This reduced rate was accounted for on the
basis of considerable reverse reaction» the derived first-order
constgmts not being sufficiently sensitive to detect the error in
the assumed mechanism#
At loTf total pressures, in the absence of toluene, some surface
effect was apparent, but the reaction was predominantly homogeneous.
The rate was markedly dependent on the pressure of both iodide and
nitrogen, and this was accounted for on the basis of the Mndemmm
theory of unimolecular réactions * Various carrier gases other then
nitrogen were used, but their efficiencies in maintaining first-order
behaviour differed markedly from data from other sources» There
were other puzzling features, but these are more conveniently
discussed later#
The behaviour of trif luorc®iethy3. iodide on pyrolysis might be
expected to be similar to that of methyl iodide, and tliis compound
owas investigated by Downs and Horrex* A fast flow technique was 
initially used, the data being used to derive first-order constants, 
in a fasliion similar to that used for methyl iodide by Oundall and 
Larpage. The general behaviour of Üie two substances was much the 
same, except that the OF. radicals, in the absence of a radical 
acceptor, were removed by dimérisation to give 0^^, #iereas the methyl 
radicals produced methane plus elementary carbon, probably by a wall 
reaction, A fall-off in the first-order rate constants at low 
pressures was found for 0P=1, as for and the collision
-15-
effioienoies determined for various inert gases again disagreed 
widely with values obtained by other workers.
Eventually it was discovered that the reaction was more 
complicated than previously assumed, and that there vmre in fact two 
mechanisms operating under the conditions used. One was the 
unimolecular fission route, the other being the iodine catalysed 
décomposition of the typé I + H I  > R f Ig,
This type of behaviour is similar to that found by Gow and 
Horrex'* for benzyl iodide.» though in tliis latter case the relative 
stability of the benzyl radical enables a sufficient radical 
concentration to be built up for the reverse reaction rate to be 
maintained, and the equilibrium
I + El R + Ig
to be established,
A series of experiments in a static reaction system, using 
OFgl with varying amounts of HI present, was then carried out. At 
the temperatures used, the contribution to the overall rate of the 
first-order process was negligible, the rate-determining step being 
I + GF,I — >O O lO
At high enough HI ooncentra,tions, the reaction became zero order 
with respect to HI* This was interpreted as being due to practically 
Complete removal of the OF* radicals by the reaction
+ HI -- > H + I
At lower HI conkcentrations, the rate did depend on this parameter, and
thlB was suggested to be due to the back reaction
QPg + I g -->  CB-gl + I
competing auooessfully for the raclloalo. In a large excess of HI, 
this last reaction does not occur to any appreciable extent> as the 
chances of a radical, colliding ^ ith an HI molecule ere much greater 
then vdth an iodine molecule. Since both are exothermo, free 
radical reactions, almost every collision will be effective.
The reaction scheme proposed by Downs and ïlorrex for the 
OF^X pyrolysis is:
OP-I -- => OBV + Io o
I  +  G B - g î  ------- >  C 5 F g  +  I g  (1)
rai’g + I g  — >  o F g i + I  ( a )
OFg + HI --> CFgli + I (5)
I + I + M Ig + M
Ignoring the unimoleculor contribution, and using a Ifarge excess 
of HI as a radical acceptor to cut out the back reaction (S), the 
rate equation deduced from this mechanian is
d &?
where K is the iodine dissociation constmit, and the rate constant 
for reaction (1) above.
The overall activation energy E should thus be related to by 
the expression
E ^  + o'. A H ,
-17-
v/here H Is the heat of dissociation of iodine* The value of IL 
deteriDined in this way is related to D(OF^-l) by the equation
n D(OP.-I) - D(I-I),JL ^ O
each side of theeguation representing H for the prooess
I + OP_I OFf + I„a ^  o ft'j
Reaction (s) is known to have either zero, or very low, 
aotivation energy. If we assume to be sero, the value of 
B(GF^-I) deduced from the well-known value of D(l-l) and from Downs ° 
value for 3S^ turns Out to be 51 k* cals* per mole. The fact that 
this is in excellent agreement vd.th values obtained by independent 
methods is strong evidence in favour of the validity of the above 
mechanism for the pyrolysis.
iThis work obviously has a bearing on the work of Ogg , wlao 
investigated the thermal reactions of methyl, ethyl, and n-propyl 
iodides with HI in a. static reaction system. In the following 
discussion, methyl iodide will be referred to in particular, but it 
is probable that most of the reraarks made will also be applicable to 
the others*
Ogg found that the reaction rate depended on the l%rdrogen iodide 
concentaration, and interpreted his results on the basis of the 
scheme below*
Clïgl + m  — > OH^ + Ig (4)
C H g  I  ----------^  C H g  +  I
OHg+Ig -- > GHgI+ I (8a)
—18—
OHg + HI --^ OH^ +I (3a)
I + I + m ^  Ig 4 M
Tv/o papers have recently been published,  ^ oritioising 
Ogg *8 interpretation of his data, and reinteipreting his results 
on the basis of a mechanism, similar to that found for GFp.ï byu
Dawns.
I 4 RI -- > R 4 Ig (1)
R 4 Ig — > HI 4 I (2)
R 4 III — > RH 4 I (3)
H 4 HI --^ s k  4 RH (S)
I 4 I 4 M ^±: I 4 ÎÎ
A reaction scheme consisting of (1)* (2), and (5), together with 
the iodine dissociation equilibrium, was suggested by Benson and 
O’Heal,*^ v^iie BuXlivan^^ also included (6)#
Ogg accounted for the observed dependence of the rate on HI 
concentration by including the biaiolecular reaction (4) * This step 
is analogous to the four-centre reaction of hydrogen iodide alone.
The range of concentration variables used by Ogg vias limited, and in 
fact corresponds to the conditions in which Downs found the OF^I 
reaction rate to be dependent on the pressure of HI. Arguing by 
analogy vrXth the latter case, the rate should eventually become 
independent of the HI concentration above some limiting concentration. 
If the analogy is valid, and there is in fact a limiting value to the
rate on ihoreasinfj the HI pressure, then reaction (4) is ruled out#
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It remains to provide an alternative explanation for the dependence
of the rate on lîï concentration, and this is readily done by assuming,
as for OFgX, that the HI acts as a radical acceptor. At low HI
pressures, reaction (o) does not catch all the radicals, so that tîie
back reaction (2) will play a significant role,
Othejr objections to Ogg*s analysis can be pointed out. The
value obtained for D(OIL-l) on this basis is 45 k. cals, per mole,
wîiicli is almost certainly too low by about 12 k. cals. The A- factor
found for the unimoleoular fission of OIÏ^ I was of the order 10 "secs. ,
vdiioh is rather low for such a sbnple, bond-breaking process. The
A- factor obtained for the bimoleoular reaction (4) is of the order of
2 X 10^^litres moles*"^  secs"*^ , whidi is much higher than expected for
a four-centre reaotion. The analogous HI reaction has an A- factor
54smaller by a factor of ton. Trmrmition state considerations, 
even with the most favourable assumptions about the nature of the
alkyl iodide-hydrogen iodide transition complex, do not give A- factors
9 —1 -1in excess of about 10 litres moles ‘ secs , The more complex case
is expected to have a smaller A- factor, since rotational degrees of
freedom in the non-reacting state are converted to vibrations in the
transition state, the partition functions of the fomer exceeding those
of the latter by a factor of the order of ten. Also, the activation
energy deduced for reaotion(4) is about 50 k. oals* per mole, vAiich,
since the activation energy for the analogous HI reaction is 44 k.cals.
per mole, is certainly too low.
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Hov/ever, analysis of Ogg^s data on the basis of the atomic
reaction mechanism suggested by Benson and 0*Heal*^ gives elementary
rate parameters which are in reasonable agreement witli thermoohemioal
and other sources, and are in accord with theoretical considerations.
Thus, for example, Benson and O'Meal found that an upper limit for
in the case of methyl iodide, was 20.5 k# oals. per mole, on
the assumption tiiat could not exceed 2 x lO^^litres moles'*^
-1sees i They also found that, for the specific temperature
280^ 0, ^5/kg « 0.16, and by eatimatihg values for various entropy
•*1 ~»lolianges, found log to be 9.47 litres moles secs . These are 
all reasonable values in the light of modem ideas on Arrhenius 
parameters♦ The value of leads to an upper limit for
which is in good agreement Y/ith thermoohemiccxl data.
It is relevant here to consider some recent work on the 
hydrogen iodide equilibrium,
2 HI ^
In particular, the forward process is analogous to the reaction of 
an alkyl iodide with HI, and has long been regarded as the classic 
example of a bimolecular, four-centre reaction* It has now been
shorn to proceed also by a simultaneous atomic route* Thus,
36 39Benson and Srinivasan critically discussed Bodenstein's ' data
for the HI reaction, pointing out various discrepancies in its
intoipretation as a purely bimoleoular process* For example
Bodenstein's bimoleoular activation energy»* has an abnorma3.]y high
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m'i -*1teiïperature coefficient of 21 oals moles degrees * This value
was shown to be compatible \7xth a meohaniam involving simultaneous
bimoleoular and atomic chain processes, the latter making a
significant contribution to the overall rate above 600^ K*
Experimental evidence in favour of this suggestion was found by 
5?Sullivan, who accounted for his results on the basis of the reaction 
schome shovm*
Ig + M 81/ + M
+ I .^   “2 "  *2
1 + Hg — ^ HI + H
H 4 in ---^ Ilg + I
H + I g  > HI 4 I
I 4 HI — > H 4 Ig
The occurrence of the reaction step 
I + HI — B + Ig,
which is analogous to the step
I + BI ---> & + Ig
found by Dovms'^  for C^ X^, and by Gow^ for ben%rl iodide, strongly 
suggests that sudi an iodine atom catalysed reaction vdll also occur 
in the pyrolysis of other, iodides, and of methyl iodide in particular. 
Sullivan showed that, in the case of lU, the atomic mechanism 
accounted for lOfi of the overall reaction at 655%, and for S7?ï at 
#ien the iodine pressure is half an atmospiiere.
Sullivan found the reaction to be coiipletely homogeneous in
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pyrex reaction vessels. There is, however, a great deal of
37 58 59 40coïiflieting evidence  ^  ^ ' on the question of a possible
heterogeneous oontributibB to the reaotion*
There would thus appeair to he little doubt that the mechanism 
proposed by Ogg for the thermal reaction of methyl iodide with HI 
is untenable* In the light of the evidence discussed above, it 
seems likely that a mechanism of the type suggested by Benson and 
O'Heal**’^  and Sullivan^^ is operative* If tMs is in fact the case,
it would explain certain pugsling features observed by Lapage’ in 
her fast-flow studies of the metl'^ 1 iodide pyrolysis* A study of 
the variation of percentage decomposition \vith reaction time showed 
that there was an approximately linear relationship between the two 
at low percentages of reaction* However, the linear plots did not 
extrapolate to the origin, but showed definite intercepts on the time 
axis* This is explained most simply by considering that the gas 
takes tMs length of time to heat up from room temperature on entering 
the furnace. However, it was found that the t:imos required for 
different furnace temperatures did not follow any logical pattern, 
lower temperatures requiring longer heating times*
If, hoiTcver, the reaction is regarded as being mainly auto- 
catalytic in nature, as suggested, then smooth curves typical of this 
type of behaviour can be drawn through the origin and the 
experimentally determined points,
Ogg remarks in his paper^ that the first 10/& of reaction was
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''abnormally slow", this effect being enhanced by largo amounts of 
HI, Ho acooimted for this by poattxlating anomalously slow mixing 
of the reactants, but it seems much more likely that this period 
corresponds to tm induction period, during which the concentration 
of a catalytic agent is being built up. The reaction time - 
peroentogo decomposition curves found by Isapage can be similarly 
interpreted*
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There are two definitions of the concept of bond energy v/hidi 
are widely used, and which are not equivalent. Thus, early tables 
of bond energies^ consisted of values of ''bond energy terms", 
defined as quantities wMch may be assigned so that their sum for 
aiy one molecule gives its heat of fonnation from the separated atoms. 
Emphasis is thus laid more on the approximate constancy of the values 
for ary one bond, rather than on differences from the average.
Ite/ever, it is well known that the reactivity of a bond varies with 
its molecular environment, and since chemical change involves the 
making and breaking of bonds, it seems reasonable to assume that 
these differences in the reactivity of any one link are related to 
variations in the strength of the bond.
From this point of vievf, a more useful concept is the "bond 
dissociation energy", defined as the energy absorbed when a gaseous 
ooïïpound is decomposed, by the breaking of the bond, into two 
unexcited radicals or atoms.
An excellent monograph by Gottrell^ *^  has been published, 
revieTjing the theoretical and practical aspects of the determination 
of both quantities, and critically summarising values obtained at the 
date of publication. The present work was aimed at obtaining a 
value of the cad^on-iodine bond dissociation energy in methyl iodide,
and the following notes will refer briefly to previous determinations 
of this quantity only.
IBEVIOUB DBTBRMIRATI0M8 OP D(OBL-l)*
The most recent determination of this quantity vrm by Oar son, 
Oarter and Pedleyf^ who found the heat of reduction of methyl iodide 
by an ethei^ eal solution of lithium almainium hydride in ah adiabatic 
colorimetric system. A value of 5*8 k* cals* per mole for 
AH^f of GHgIg at 25% was obtained, wMch was used to obtain a
value of D(OH^-l) from the relation
yThe value of AH^f(OH-) was taken as 58.0 k*cals# per mole, based on
D(OHg-H) =3 101,9 k,oals. per mole^^^ end on * -17,889 k.cals.
per mole and AH^ f(îî) « 58,089 k. oals per mole# These heats of 
formation, together with All^ f(l) « 85.48 k, oals. per mole, are well 
established. (Hational Bureau of Btandfu’ds, 1958). The bond 
dissociation ener^ so derived for room temperature, , is
thus 55.7 k. cals, per mole.
The authors also give a summary of previously determined values 
of B(GH^-I). These are listed in Teble I, some of the values quoted 
being different from those originally given by the authors, due to 
changes in accepted values for various subsidiary thermal data and 
bond dissociation energies.
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Values of D(OH^-l) quoted by Oarson, Garter and Bsdley*"^ 
Method D(GH%-l) ,k.oals* per mole Original Reference
Tliermochemical 55.7 44
ft 55,7 45
ft 54,5 46
ft 62,5 47
ft 55,0 48
ft 54,5 49
ft 55,0 50
Electron Impact 50.7 51
It 55,4 52
It 55,4 65
n 55.7 54
Kinetic 54 51
k'sür-s'vria
A value of 63-54 k* oals, per mole thus appears to be vmll
eataî^ lished# The only kinetic determination quoted is that of Butler
and Polanyi, vdiich, as the authors point out, involves several
discrepancies, the agreement with other data probably being fortuitous.
The only other estimate quoted in the literature as being obtained by
1a kinetic method is that of Ogg, viiich was discussed at length In a 
previous section.
There are tv;o other general methods vmioh have been applied to 
the determination of bond dissociation energies. These era the 
equilibrium method and the spectresoopio method, the fonner not being
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applicable to the case of organic iodides, due to the high reactivity
of the dissociation fragments.
54Ire dale' found that methyl iodide displayed a continuous spectrum,
the long v/ave-length limit being 5960 S in the liquid phase, and
5500 % in the vapour phase. However, Borret and Goodeve*^  ^found that,
for tîie vapoxir, the continuuia limit depended on both the iodide pressure
and on the length of the absorption tube, thus making impossible any
accurate determination of the dissociation energy from the spectrum*
56Iredale obtained a value of 52 k, cals, per mole from his
57treatimnt of the Raman spectra data of Badieu and Kohlrausch.
He supported this value by considering that the CH^ radical can be 
regarded as similar to the fluorine atom, and extrapolating from the 
following data:-
I - I I - Hr I - 01 ^
.cals.per mole) 36 46 60
tft
KtO lO
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1The foregoing criticism of Ogg*s paper on the tbeimal reaction
hetimen metliyl iodide and HI refers only to his interpretation of his
data> and not to the experimental results themselves# Tiie data
obtained by Ogg were in fact so extensive that, apart from one
completely reported run for each of the tliree iodides investigated,
he was forced to resort to publisliing his results in a condensed form#
54 S5This made the task of the two sets of workers,  ^  ^who reinterpreted
his results, much more difficult, with a oorrespending lack of 
precision in their quantitative conclusions*
Ogg followed the progress of the reaction by photometric 
estiiriation of the iodine produced, a method whldi lends itself to 
practically continuous observation of the reaction system* It was 
decided to use a similar method in the present woik, taking advantage 
of the hrtprovements in equipment available since the time of Ogg*a 
investigation*
A diagram of the apparatus in shown in ®*ig* 1. It consists 
essentially of three systems :
(l) A conventional glass vacuum system.
operating nut.
gloss
body
s,
cork
FIG. 2
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(2) An eleotronioally oontï^llèd furnace, with a high-speed fen to 
ensure uniformity of tei#erature%
(5) A photometer for the estimation of the iodine produced.
Evacuation of the system.
A mercury diffusion p## of conventional design was used, backed 
off by an Edwards ”Speedivao** rotary oil puznp. A trap cooled in liquid 
air frozen out condensible substances# .Pressures, measured on a 
McLeod Gauge, could be obtained lower than 10^^ mms. of mercury# 
n?aps and Talves#
The usual ground-glass taps were used, where possible in the 
vacuum system# However, since methyl iodide, HI, and iodine all 
either react v/itîi or dissolve in tap-grease to some extent, this could 
not be used in parts of the system which were to be in contact with 
the reaction mixtures*
Glass-bodied valves with rubber diaphragms offered a solution to 
the problem, but unf or tun ate ]y most materials normally used for 
diaphragms are eiabrittled by the chemical mixtures to be employed in 
this woik. Valves with diaphragms made of "Viton A", an inert 
fluorinated rubber, were available from Springhacas and Co*, and these 
were tried* The diaphragms v/ere found to bo resistant to the chemicals 
used, but unfortunately the valves were not vacuum tight, and had to 
be considerably modified» A diagram of a modified valve is shown in 
:* 2*
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Keaction Vesael and ireiBixer Bulb*
The reaction vessel consisted of a two-litre pyrex bulb, to whioli 
v/aa attached an optical cell, 15 centimetres long, with evacuated 
end-sections to cut down heat losses# This optical cell rested 
lengthwise in a piece of inconel tubing, partially out away to form 
a trougji, wMoh formed part of the meohardoàl framework for the 
optical train of the photometer#
The reaotion vessel dead-si)ace was kept as small as possible by 
having the valve as close as possible to the furnace exit# This 
valve was heated electrically, to prevent any possibility of iodine 
condensing on its walls during the course of a nm.
The premixer bulb, vAiich was used to premix the reaction gases 
before each run, v/aa also a two-litre pyrex bulb, wirich could be 
warmed to about 40%# This bulb had a small sidearra which could be 
cooled in liquid air, and thus be used to freese reactmits into the 
bulb from the injection systems#
Hydrogen Iodide Reservoir.
The HI. was stored in a series of pyrex bulbs of total volume 
16 litres, painted black to prevent decomposition of the HI by light* 
The reservoir was sliut off by a ground-glass tap lubricated with 
silicone grease#
Tlie i'umace mid Temperature Measurement#
The furnace consisted essentially of a large firebrick box, of 
internal dimensions 18** x 12” x 12”# The walls were 5” thick, and the
QCüJ
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%fîiole btraotuiie was enclosed in a sheet-metal case* One of the 
sides was detachable in two halves. these acting as doors allowing 
access to the interior,
The heating was provided by a series of Bray strip heaters 
mounted on an iron fremewoïk, with a slioet-steel radiation shield 
between the heaters mid the reaotion vessel. 'Bie temperature was 
controlled eleotronic;i3.1y ^ the sensing element being a platinum 
resistance thermometer* The controller operated by switching in and 
out an increment resistance in series with the furnace windings  ^the 
percentage of the time for wiilch the increment was shorted out, and 
a higher current thus flowing throui^ i the furnace heaters, being 
determined by the actual temperature of the furnace as sensed by the 
resistance thermometer* A diagram of the en^emgement is shown in 
Pig*8*
This furnace was rather large, its sise being dictated by the 
fact that the reaction vessel had to be large enough to contain 
amounts of iodine which could be accurately estimated by titration, 
for the calibration and subsequent checking of the photometer.
The si^ e of the fbnmoe made temperature unifomdty soimtMng 
of a problem, and some difficulty was experienced with this matter.
An inconel fan, 7.5 inches in diameter, driven at high spaed by an 
electric motor, effectively circulated the air inside the furnace.
The main trouble was due to vibrations from the fan being transmitted, 
to the photometer, but suitable rigid, inde|)endent mounting overcame
this troixble»
Thé position inside the fumaoe of the heaters, and the power 
developed in eadi, was found to affect the temperatxire distribution at 
loYfër fan speeds. When these were adjusted to the optimum conditions, 
and the fan speed increased, the largest temperature difference that 
could be detected, using oopper-oonstantan thermocouples, was 2^ 0*
This was the tèïaperature difference between two oopaers of the furnace 
cliametrically opposed to one another. Xn> the body of the furnace, 
vdth the thermocouple junctions placed in various positions on the 
surface of the reaction vessel, a maxhnum temperature difference of 
1^0 could be detected. In practice, the temperature was measured 
by a chroml^P-alumel thermocouple, using the calibration of Roeser, 
Dahl and Gowens.
The optical cell was covered by a slieath of nickel foil to 
prevent dust from being blown on to the optical surface vjien the fan 
was operating.
All gaps in the furnace wall, surrounding the thermocouple, 
resistance thermometer, reaction vessel exit, and the brass tubing 
constituting the optical train of the photometer, were packed with 
glass wool.
The îhotcKïieter-
The optical train was mounted on a rigid optical bench, consisting 
of four :|” steel bars, bolted at each end to a steel plate. A
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loïigth of 1” X axîgie-iron was "bolted to the bottom of each plate, 
pexpendicular to the steel bars, and this in turn rested on a sponge- 
rubber seating attadied to the table on #iioh the whole apparatus 
was built. ^he object was to obtain a rigid, stable structure, vtiioh 
would not be of footed by any vibrations or other disturbances arising 
from other parts of the apparatus.
On the optical bench t/ere mounted two adjustable stands, from 
viiich were supported the photocells, laîï^ p-housing, and the optical 
train. This latter consisted of telescopic brass tubing, which 
rested in Y-shaped supports projecting from the stands. The main 
optical path, that to photocell 1, also contained the glass optical 
cell resting in its inconel trough in the fumaoo.
The photocells, véiidi were Gr.33»G. Tÿpe B #  51, were housed in 
brass cases supported by clamps from the adjustable stands. The cases 
were earthed, mid connections soldered to the pins of the photocell 
valve bases were enclosed in earthed metal cans, as they were, found 
to be extremely susceptible to electrostatic effects. All photometer 
V i d r i n g  exterior to the amplifier cabinet was made with rigidly fixed 
screened cable. These leads seemed to be very sensitive to stray 
electrical effects.
The aî’âplifier design was based on that used by Anderson, Scheraga 
59and Yen Artsdalen, the circuit diagram being shown in Pig# 4, It 
is essentially a balanced cathode-follower circuit, and was built in 
an air-tight cabinet provided with dessicant, this cabinet also housing
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the H*T* batteries. Tlie valve filament current was supplied by 
accumulators.
The liglit source was a 13 volt 56 watt oar hescllemp bulb, which 
was run on A.0* mains via a constant voltage transfonær and a step- 
down transformer. A  rheostat was also in series with the lan^ , so 
that the light intensity could be varied at v/ill* A shutter was 
ai^ rengéd so that either one, or both, or neither, of the photocells 
oould be illurainated* The beam to each photocell came from the lamp 
through a system of pinholes, stops and lenses, mounted in a length of 
telescopic tubing, to give as nearly as possible parallel beams. An 
Ilford Bpectrum Filter Ho. 605 >ms also intejmosod in each beam, to 
give a wavelength range of 4,700 - 5,200 At 600%, the 
£ -value for iodine in this region is conveniently about 500, and the 
photocell response is also satisfactory in this spectral range. There
is no absorption by any of the other reaotion components in this region.
One beam passed through the optical cell portion of the reaction 
vessel, falling on photocell i. Light-bafflCs were aorewad to the 
furnace wall at the points of entx^ r of the optical train into the
furnace. The other beam, at fight-angles to the first, fell on
photocell 2. This optical path was fitted with an iris diaphragm, 
so that the amount of light falling on photocell 2 could be adjusted 
independently of that falling on photocell 1*
The signals from the two photocells controlled the grids of the 
6 SL 7 double-triode valve* Any difference in potential existing
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between the two oathodes of the 6 BL 7 gave rise to a flow of cmrrent 
through By and and hence to a reading on the strlp-chart recorcier# 
In practice, with neither photocell illuminated, the recorder 
was set to some convenient reading by means of the balancing 
potentiometers Rg and R^ . With the reaction vessel pumped clean, the 
shutter was then rotated so that both photocells were illuminated, 
and the recorder reset to its previous position by adjustment of the 
iris diaphragm, This meant that the amount of light falling o n  the 
two photocells was the same, or strictly speaking, corrected so that 
the two grid potentials were the same, differences in the photooell 
sensitivities and in the grid-leak resistances being accounted for. 
ïïîie shutter was then rotated so that only photocell 3 was illuminated, 
and the full-scale deflection of the recorder adjusted by means of Rg.
In effect, this means that the recorder deflection when photocell 
8 only is illmiinated is a measure of the light incident on the 
iodine in the reaction vessel. Illumination of photocell 1 only
gives à measure of ^ ^ranmnitted^ ^nd when both are illuminated, the
difference signal fed to the recorder is a measure of 1 - I. ,o transmitted^
l-G' a^bsorted. tetter practice to measure
small ûïûounts of iodine will give small values of this quantity, %#ich
oaii be measured directly as the difference signal# If ^ transmitted 
were followed, small amounts of iodine in the optical cell would only 
give rise to small variations in a relatively large recorder reading, 
with a resulting lose of precision.
m3
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theoretical relationship between the light intensities and 
the concentration of the absorbing substance is given by Beer's Law? -
where d is the path length and o the concentration of the
absolving medimi. For constant d and constant voltame of the reaction
vessel^ a linear relation should be observed between the log&rithalc
Beer's Law function and the number of moles of iodine in the reaction
vessel* The calibration curve obtained for the present system is
shown in Fig* 5*
The range of the photometer lies in the region 0 to 500 x 10"^
moles of iodine in the reaction vessel* Since the latter has a volume
of 2*40 litresg (see Appendiss II), this corresponds to a concentration
•^6range of about 0 to 2(30 x 10 moles per litre* At the lower, more 
sensitive end of the concentration scale, differences of 0*5 x 10 
moles of iodine in the reaction vessel could be detected* At lower 
concentrations, the calibration curve approxi^ 'mates closely to a 
straight line, but at higher concentrations shows a definite curvature* 
This is doubtless due to the fact that the radiation used was not 
strictly monoohromatio*
The calibration was obtained under conditions as similar as 
possible to reaction conditions* Tims, a mixture of a large excess 
of ill plus a little air %vas admitted to the hot reaction vessel* The 
oxygen oxidised some of the HI to iodine, the recorder readings 
corresponding to and %&bsofbed noted, and the mixture was then
\
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frpsen clown, into trap 2 ^ cooled In liquid air. âfter puinping out,
Vf-5 and Tg were closed, was opened, and a cardice-acetone
bath was put round trap Si, with a liquid air bath round the small
bulb B attached to IV. i-he HX distilled from the trap to the bulb,
leaving the iodine in the trap, ivhich could then be removed, end the
iodine titrated with standard thiosulpViate*
Having obtained a calibration, a measurement of iodine
concentration involved a measurement of the two quantities X and
I , . n Xhis means that, for each measurement, the shutter mustabsorbed. ■ ■
be svmng so that both photocells are illuminated, time allorwed for 
the recorder to attain its equilibrium position, the shutter then 
svamg so as to illuminate photocell. 2 on3y, sufficient time allowed 
again, and the shutter finally swung so that neither photocell is 
illuminated. Xhe recorder now follows any drifts in the photometer 
sero, caused by voriations in photocell dark current, or by other 
effects.
The mechanism chosen to perform tlris cycle of operations was a 
telephone uniselector switch. This is effectively a self-actuating 
motor, and is shown dlogrammatioally in Fig. 6* A detailed
60description of the mode of operation has been given by Walker#
The arrangement used for the present purpose is shown in Fig. 7.
The banks of contacts v/era wired so that there were three "dead" 
positions, A,B and 0, at viiich the contact Y/ipors came to rest,
A flescible drive was taken from the central spindle on which the
contact wipers IL and are mounted at 180 to one another, and this 
was connected to the shutter. Since the cycle of operations
B — > 0 — ^ A  > B involves migular movements of 180^ , 90^
and 90^ 5 respectively, the shutter will perform the corresponding 
rotations, which are those requirad for the cycle (neither photocell 
illuminated) — > (both Illuminated) — > (photocell 8 only illuminated)
 ^ (neither illuminated), if position B on the uniselector is made
to oori’eiBpond to the shutter setting such that both photocells are 
blacked out. The cycle of readings obtained on the recorder 
corresponding to the above is (photometex» sere) — > ^ ^^ abrorb'^ d^
— > (I ) — > (aero rsadS.ng).
A mechanism was required which would move the uniselector off 
the ' "dead" positions after a suitable time < This vms provided by 
the mioroswitohes and which, whan closed simultaneously for 
a short time, pulsed the gmimture coil, whereafter the mechanism was 
se If-actuating until the next "dead" position was reached. and
wex*e operated by cams driven from the some electric motor via 
suitable gearing arrangements# This arrangement made possible the 
automatic recording of. iodine concentration as often as once every 
55 seconds, if required;,
Purification of materials.
Methyl iodide : this was a B J3.H. product# It was purified by
distillation, the fraction boiling in the range 42.5 - 42.6% being 
retained and stored in a dark, glass-stoppered bottle, over dossicant
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and merouty* It was found that it remained clear and colourless 
after 18 months when kept in this w$y«
hydrogen iodide t this was prepared by dropping a 55ÿ^  solution 
(e% Albright and Wilson) on to phosphorus pentoxide, under a water- 
pump vacuum. The gaseous HI was frozen out into a trap cooled in 
liquid air, v/henoe it could he transferred to the HI reservoir.
It was purified by distillation from cardrloe-acetone to liquid air. 
Description of an Experiment.
It was the usual practice to inject the reaction mixture into 
the premixer bulb in the evening, so that the gases could mix 
thoroughly oveiTdght, and to perform the experiment the next day* 
Injection of the HI to the mixer was done using the following 
procedure* After evacuation, all taps and valves v/ere closed except 
Vg, V* and V .^ IDC was then admitted through until the desired
pressure was reached as read on the manometer. was then closed,
and. liquid air put round trap 2, freezing down the HI. After pumping 
for a few minutes through Tg, IT^  and v/ere closed, cardice-acetone 
baths were put round traps 1 and 2, liquid air round the premixer 
side-aïtn, and the HI distilled from Trap 2 to the side-arm, irfpuritics, 
consisting of water and iodine, being retained in the traps*
Methyl iodide was injected by allowing the standard volume between 
and Yqp at a mieasured temperature, to be filled with a Imovm vapour 
pressure of the iodide* The standard volurae of 155 cos. was 
surrounded by a water bath, wliioh acted as a thermal buffer whose
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temperature could readi3y be measured to within 0*5% or better*
The raetliyl iodide reservoir was maintained at 0 %  by means of ice 
and water, and the standard volume was filled with the vapour tlirougli 
V^, with closed, the vapout* pressure at 0% being talcen as 
141 After equilibration, for which SO minutes were usually
allowed, Vg, Vg and were closed, and Vg and opened, so that
the iodide vapour could enter the premixer bulb and be frozen down 
in the side-arm* The moles of methyl iodide injected were 
calculated from the ideal gas lew.
When both reactants had been frozen down into the premixer,
Vg was closed, the liquid air removed fran around the side-arm, and 
the reactants allowed to vapourise and mix thoroughly#
It was found that reproducible‘behaviour could only bo obtained 
if the reaction vessel was left overnight with HI in it# This must 
have had some kind of seasoning effect on the walls of the reaction 
vessel, and is discussed more fully in a later section*
At the start of a run, the HI was pumped out of the xcaction 
vessel, vdth liquid air round the traps, and the photometer balanced 
as described previously# The furnace temperature was checked over a 
period of about 20 minutes, to ensure that furnace conditions had 
settled dovm properly* (The furnace circuit and fan were controlled 
by a time-sviitch, w!îioh could be preset as desired).
^5^ %  end Vg were closed, left open, and the run started 
by opening The recorder chart motor was started, as was the
**4i—
motor driving the corns v&ildh pulsed the shutter mechanism# was 
then closed off, and the progress of the reaction was followed 
automticaliy, iodine concentrations being measured as described 
above, end the time being read off the time-scale on the recorder 
chart.
The portion of the reaction mixture which M d  not equilibrate 
into the reaction vessel was analysed for IE# Tills was done by 
freezing down into the bulb B, which had previously been filled with 
outgassed distilled water# The bulb and its contents were allowed 
to warm up, when the IE dissolved in the water, and after freeaing 
down in liquid air again, x^ir was admitted to the bulb, which could 
be removed from the system, and its contents analysed for Ht by 
acid-base titration.
When the reaction had proceeded to the required extent, Tg,
Tg, Yga Y^ and Y^ were closed, liquid stir was put round trap 8, and 
the reaction mixture frozen dovni via Y^ end Y #^ The methane produced 
by the reaction was pumped away through T^ , and when all the reaction 
mixture had been puinped from the reaction vessel, the photometer was 
checked to see whether the two photocells were still balanced off 
against one another#
Yg and Tg v/ere then closed, T^ was opened, and a cardice-acetom 
bath put round trap 2. The bulb B had previously been filled with 
outgassed distilled water frozen down in liquid air. The HI distilled 
from the trap to the bulb, leaving the iodine and most of the n^thyl
-4*2-
iodide in the trap* Air was admitted to the traps section, trap 2 
was removed, and its contents analysed for iodine as a check on tW
photometer* A clean trap 2 was put on the system, and, after
pumping out the traps, the contents of the bulb B were allowed to 
warm up, the HI dissolving in the water* The bulb was removed and.
its contents analysed for HI, as described, above.
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OAIiCULASHON Œ'' ÏHB KESULTS.
The esqjoriiïiental data obtained consisted of a record of li^it 
intensities at measured time intervals# From the calibration of the 
photometer, the light intensity measurements coiEd be reinterpreted 
as iodine concentrations, end in the following discussion, this first 
step in the processing of the data will be taken for granted.
Besides this record of iodine formation, the temperature of the 
reaction vessel and the initial cohoentrations of the reactants v/ero 
also %*equired# The tempet’ature was measured for each run using the 
chromel-B-alumel theimocouple# The initial concentration of IE was 
Imown directly from the titration of the HI from the reaction vessel 
after the inin, and the stoioiiiometry of the reaction, since 
= (lE)^  + (ig)^  for the reaction
CI%I + IE  ---^ 0 %  + Ig,
assuming (Ig) is either zero or negligible.
The total mrdfaer of moles of methyl iodide, n, distributed between 
reaction vessel and premixer bulb, was Imovm frcm the equation
3
vâiere p a 141 mm* is the vapour pressure of methyl iodide at 0%,
V is the volume, 155 cos*, of the standard bulb between V. and
and T is the absolute temperature of the water-jacket surrounding the
bulb.
1Thus, n =: 0*505 X 9 —  moles#
In order to find what fraction of the methyl Iodide had entered 
the reaction vessel, the assumption was made that the ÎE and GH^X 
were ooimletely mixed in the premxer? so that the HI distribution 
ratio, between reaction vessel and premixer was the same as the 
metliyl iodide ratio* Since the IE ratio was îmovm from the titrations, 
the number of moles of CHgX initially in the reaction vessel was 
given by
1 b Ya*v - reaction vessels premixer
where a and b are the initial concentrations, in moles per litre,
of methyl iodide end IE respectively, in the reaction vessel, and 
Y  is the volume of the reaction vessel in litres.
High Pressure E%sriments.
Tlie data from this series of runs were interpreted on the basis 
of the kinetic scheme discussed previously, i.e*
OHgX "— ^ OHg f I - initiating
I  f  O H g l   >  O î l g  +  I g  -  ( 1 )
O I L  +  i q  — >  o n _ i  +  I  -  ( 3 )O M O
OHg 4- la — > cii^  + 1 - (s)
I + Î + M I„ + Mw .
With steady-state assumptions, and assuming the unimolecular 
initiating step to bo slow under the conditions used, the rate 
expression derived is
±a (Ig) K8(0H.l)(lg)«.kg(0Hgl) 
at kgTig) + kg(Hi)
-40-
If k^(lE) ^  , tills reduces to
,) X X
The above condition will hold if a large excess of IE is present*
On integration, (see Appendix l), this gives the equation
v/hei'O a « (OH^ I) , m ts (Ig)^ , and x « the ooncentration of iodine 
produced by the reaction after tisae t, so that (x + m) represents 
the total concentration of iodine present at time t.
Thus, if the proposed mechanism is cçrrect, and the various 
assuniptions are justified, a plot of teiii*’^ time
should give a straight line of slope § . k /a+m. The complete
data for one run are listed in Table IX, so that the method of testing 
the integrated rate equation can be explained. For this run, the 
fimxace temperature was 561 K, a.V was 5.67 x 10  ^molos, 
b.Y =s (HI)^  Y v/as 4*82 x 10""^  raoles# V, the volume of the reation 
vessel, Was 8,40 litres, (see Appendix II).
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ïhe curve dbtained on plotting (%+m)V egalnet time is shmm 
In Fig* 8* The sliape of the curve is, t^mical of an autooatalytio 
reaction, the rate accelerating as reaction proceeds. The very 
early portion of the curve tails off to aero, this preaumàhüy 
corresponding to a period In Vfhldh the reaction gases were worming 
up and the system settling down generally. %  smoothly extrapolating 
the reaction curve hack to t s o, the intercept on the (x+m)V axis 
could be estimated, tills giving the value of m7 * This was usually 
found to he of the order of 10 x 10**^  moles* Bains were taken to 
tiy to ensure that there waqko iodine present in the reaction mi]:ture, 
Thus, the HI was distilled repeatedly, as was the methyl iodide, 
with no apparent effect on the general trend of the values of m¥.
This smell amount of iodine probably arose from some slight 
decomposition of one or hotli of the reactants while mixing, though a 
few runs were done with varying mixing times, with no evidence of 
ei%r correlation between mixing time and the value of m# It was 
eventualiy realised that a small positive value for m was in fact 
of benefit, as without it the' initiation of the autocstalytic reaction 
would depend entirely on the unlmolecular fission of the with
a resulting complication of the rate expression.
-6Thus, for run 70, the value of mV : was 7 x 10 moles, so that 
(a+m)V was 5.74 % tO^ moles. Values of (x+m)V end t were read
off the smoothed reaction curve, and treated as indicated in Table III,
i
-»4&» 
ïabiæ; III
Calculation of integrated rate function for Run 76 (%+m)V in
moles % 10 -a t in seconds*
[%m)y A# / 3C4m V a m tanh**^ ^
1000 15 .055 .187 .189
8000 81.5 .067 ,859 .845
5000 58 .086 .895 ,508
4000 45,6 .116 .541 ,566
5000 66 .150 .587 .408
6000 70.0 .189 .455 .466
7000 86 .850 .480 .685
8000 105 .875 .584 .684
9000 180 .581 .567 .645
10000 158 .569 .607 ,704
a m
The Values of the squai^ e roots and inverse Ii3?perbo3do tangents 
v mm ohtaine^rom the *♦ Handbook of Chemistry and Biysios**^ »^ Ïïlie plot 
of tahli'"^ shown in Pig* 9, is a good strai#it line, of slope
0.578 % 10 
Then kI
i.e# k
■»4-
slope % 2 / f ^  = ,(5,74 X 10"4/y)8
0.918 X 10”  ^litree? moles seoonüs” .^
Ten^rature Dependenoe of
In all, 29 high-pireasure runs siiBilar to Run 76 have to be
reported, soim involving as many as 120 experimentally determined
points5 and some condensation of this data is desirable. Since the
object of performing this number of experiments was to determine the
nature of the teiisperaturë dependence of , Table I? belw; listsexp.
for each run only the temperature and the value calculated for k©iKjp «
In Appendix III are collected more complete data, giving values of 
(CHgl)^ , (HT)^ , (Ig)g, l’°K, and values of (1%) at stated tliM 
intervals, read off the smoothed reaction curves. These quoted 
values of (Ig)^  number about 12 for each run, but are in fact derived 
from cmves defined by roany more points. The values calculated for 
are also given* The fastest rtms gave curves involving 
about 4-5 points, the slowest over 100*

TÆBia IV
Oolleoted results of high-pressure num. k in litres^.molesGwzCD A
seconds . 10 .
% n T ° K k
. j a m -
R u r i Œ ° K k
e % *
5 5 5 4 0 5 * 5 6 7 0 6 9 5 8 5 , ‘?
6 6 5 4 5 5 , 5 6 7 1 6 9 0 6 8 . 8
5 7 6 4 0 8 * 5 7 7 8 0 0 2 . 6 9 5 . 9
5 8 5 5 7 8 , 1 5 7 5 0 0 5 1 0 2 .  S
6 9 6 5 3 1 * 6 7 7 4 0 0 6 H I  b l a n k
6 0 6 5 0 * 5 1 , 4 0 7 5 0 0 6 9 7 . 6
0 1 5 5 1 * 6 1 * 4 5 7 0 5 0 5 9 . 1 8
0 8 6 5 1 * 6 1 . 4 5 7 7 6 0 0 8 . 0 4
0 5 5 5 1 * 5 1 . 5 1 7 8 6 0 5 . 6 9 . 1 5
0 4 6 5 4 1 * 0 4 7 9 6 0 0 * 6 7 . 8 9
0 6 5 0 0 6 . 5 7 8 0 5 0 0 7 , 7 5
0 0 5 0 6 * 6 1 5 * 5 8 1 6 0 0 7 . 9 4
0 7 5 7 7 8 1 * 0 8 8 6 0 0 7 . 8 5
0 8 5 8 6  w 5 5 6 . 5 8 5 6 0 1 a . 4 J >
0 9 5 8 8 , 5 4 1 . 0
The Arrhenius plot of log against %/T is shown in Fig. 10, 
the temperature range being 74*5%* The plot apx>ears to display a 
slight cu3.^ e.ture| but can be well represented by a straight line 
given by log = 18*57 - 5G,960/4.57.T.
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Verification of Kinetic Scheme*
A discussion of the reaction Wchanism is included in this
section describing the calculation of the results» since the fashion
in which the data was treated arose from the assumptions made for the
kinetic scheme, and some justification for these aasimiptions seems
necessary at this stage.
The fact that the values of k , derived from the data by the
method described» do in fact give a good Arrhenius plot, is strong
evidence in favour of the mecheniam being essentially correct. More
direct evidence can be adduced, as shown below.
Overall Stoiohioiaatiy of the Reaction*
1Ogg has shown that for methyl, ethyl, and n-propyl iodides, the 
reaction with !H proceeds exclusively according to the overall 
equation RI + III ^ RII + 1^ .a
Wo check on this was made during the present investigation, as Ogg*s 
demonstration was fairly conclusive,
Hompgenei% of the reaction at hWi pressures,
À more complote discussion of this point is more conveniently 
postponed until the results of the low-pressure C3<periments have bean 
given. It is sufficient to state here that, again follovdng the
ifindings of Ogg, the high pressure experiments were assumed to 
proceed by a homogeneous gas-piiase mechanism.
Dependence of the rata of HI concentration «
An important assumption made in the above treatment of the
—52—
experimental data was that the HI eonoentration was high enough for 
reaction (5) to predominate largely over reaction (2), i.e, 
kg(Hl) >  kg(lg)*
If this condition is fulfilled, the reaction rate must he 
independent of B1 concentration, since the role of this reactant is 
presumed to he that of a radioal-oatoher. If this is so, variations 
in HI concentration above a certain limit should not affect the 
reaction rate, the limiting rate corresponding to a condition Taiere 
there is sufficient HI present to remove practically all the OH^ 
radicals from the system. Table VI lists the results of a series 
of runs at practically constant temperature and with
vaiying value^f (Hi) .
TABIÆ: VI
Effect on rate of vaiying
Bxm A a.V.lO^moles b.V.lO^moles àkexp.lO
65 5 6 0 5 * 6 7 1,66 8 , 5 7
77 5 6 0 5 * 6 8 0 , 8 7 8 . 0 4 .
8 0 5 6 0 5 , 7 0 8 . 5 5 7 . 7 5
8 1 5 6 0 5 . 6 8 8 . 9 6 7 , 9 4  ;
8 8 5 6 0 5 , 7 0 8 , 0 5 7 . 8 5
8 5 5 6 1 5 , 6 0 1 , 5 5 8 . 4 5
*liW>'-T5Wai*PNW'f* *•
5a
F3
n
1 3
rrrrttt
Fig* 11 shows k plottécfagaâ^t (HI) *7, The latter parameter 
was varied by a factor of over 5^  with no apparent effect on the 
values of k^ . so it seems safe to conclude that, under the 
conditions used, of excess HI» the reaction is of aero order with
tTf V»respect to this component, as found by Downs'^  and Govr for GF^I 
and bonsyl iodide, respectively*
However, on examination of the integrated plots for some of the 
runs with lov/er values of (Hi) , which were followed to higher 
percentages of reaction, it can be seen that the liter points tend to 
fall below the straight line defined by the rest of the data. This 
would indicate that, in these cases, the assumption that kg (Hi) ^  
kg(I%) becomes untenable at higgler conversions of the iodide to 
iodine. In Fig* 12 are shown the graphs of the integrated functions 
for Runs 68 and 70, wliich exîiibit this behaviour* The values of 
k q u o t e d  in Table 17 for these runs were càljoulated from the 
slopes of the early parts of those plots, indicated in Fig. 12, 
Dependence of the rate on metîwl iodide concentration.
All injections of methyl iodide consisted of only one filling 
of the standard volume, except for Runs 78 and 79, which involved two 
and three fillings respectively. Table 711 lists the relevant data, 
for these runs, together with the data for comparable experiments*
“54** 
TABIiB VII
on rate of vazylng (CHgl)^
Run A a.T « 10 hàoles ■b.V.lp^ moles
76 S6S 3.67 4.33 9.18
78 565.5 7.22 8.-44 9.15
79 560.5 11.03 2.06 7.89
82 560 5.70 3.05 7.85
85 561 S.60 1.55 8.45
Since the values of b,V in each of these runs v;as large enough
for the experiments to he %7ell -within the region of independence of
the rate of HI, the variations in this parameter can be neglected.
Run 78 had double the value of a$V of Run 76, perfoimed at the
same temf:ierature, mid the values of k derived on the basis of the ' ~ e%p.
proposed meolianism, agree closely, the closeness of the agreement
not being typical of the reproducibility of k Similarly, theexp#
values of k _ for Runs 79, 82 end 85 are in agreement, Run 79exp«
having a value of a*V about three times as large as that of the other 
two. Thus, the proposed first**order dependence of the rate on methyl 
iodide concentration appears to be justified.
Behaviour of III alone under Reaction Conditions.
Thex’e was a possibility that the rate of decanposition of HI
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alone be significent under reaction conditions# Run 74 was
an in blank, carried out in exactly the same manner as the other
runs, except that no methyl iodide was injected. âb quoted in
-6Appendix III,., there appeared to be initially 5 x 10 moles of iodine
—Bin the reaction vessel with the HI, which increased to 5.5 x 10 
moles by the end of the run# - Since the teiiQperature used was that 
of Hun 75, at the top of the teirperature range, and the time for 
which the blank was allowed to proceed was twice that for Bun 75, 
the decomposition rate of HI is not significant Under the conditions 
used.
Agreement of Hiotoraeter with Iodine Titration#
The largest aimunt of iodine measured by the photometer during 
the high pressure runs v/as 190 x 10"* moles. (Appendix III, Run 72). 
It was assumed that the ceàlbration of moles of iodine vs. log 
(l - I^ ) was linear up to this point, -which seems justifiable
from an inspection of Pig. 5# TIxe iodine produced in the reaction 
was always estimated by titration with thiosulphate as a check on the 
final photometer reading# In all oases except Runs 57# 60 and 
77, the two estimates agreed reasonably well ^ the values obtained 
by titration lying in a region above to 6^ ' below the photometer 
measurements.
The diBcrepanoies observed for runs 57, 60, and 77 were 20^ ,
12fo, and 20^ respectively, all the titration values being too lov/# 
These errors are somev/hat disastrous, but since the photometer
-,56 -
readings were all in line with those expected from other runs at 
sdiallar tenQ?eratures, it was decided that some mistake mist have 
been made in the titrations, 
how Pressure to^eriments.
Some e:<periments were perfojmied under conditions where the 
rate was not expected to he Independent of the HI concentration. 
The'total pressures used in this series of runs rmve of the order 
of 50 xmBé, with the HI i GH^I ratios about 5 or 4 to i.
As in the case of the high-pressure experiments, there is too 
much data to he conveniently reported in full# As before, one run 
will he completely reported, and the other data suitably condensed. 
Run 97 was chosen to ha reported in full, as it was one of the 
fastest runs performed, thus involving the fewest nmaber of points
Tlie temperature was 597,5%, (OHgl) .V was 715 x  10*"^  moles< 
and (Hl)^  was 2270 x moles.
à;
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TABia VIII
Moles of iodine vs# time data for Run 97. (x4-m)V in moles x 10"®.
Time in minutes.
%+m)V Time Time Time
4 0.8 158 15.4 889 88.4
16 8.8 166 16.1 505 51.1
17 8.6 171 16.8 601 61.0
27 6i.7 186 17.9 619 68.8
55 4.7 190 18.4 654 66.4
41 5,6 195 19 664 66.9
56 6.4 808 80 664 65.1
62 7i6 815 80.7 660 65,7
74 8.6 880 81.5 646 50.8
86 9.8 864 88.7 650 60.8
94 9.8 859 86.5 650 67.4
111 11.6 849 84.1 655 68,6
118 11*9 860 85.6 657 68.9
168 16.1 864 85.9 601 69.5
146 14.5 875 87.1 674 40.8
Tills data is xilotted in Fig. 15. The lowest part of the graph 
has the shape typioaJL of an autooatelytic reaction, curve, hut tliis 
falls off later, and the rate hegiiis to deocelerate with increasing 
iodine production.
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The method used to Interpret this réaction curve was that due
54to Benson end O'Neal. Recasting the rate equation
a (ig) . (cHgi) (ig)4. kg(m
d(l<
, wlier© llj B
kgClg) + kg
into the form R? e
l + ( k / k g ) . _ g
and reaiTtmglBg, gives Q
1
3  (a/kjK^ ) •ki+(“-s/k.) do)
Knowing the initial concenti*atlons, and reading the instantaneous
values of (1^ ) from the smoothed reaction curve, all the concentration
factors in tMs equation could be evaluated from the stoioliiometiy
of the reaction# The values of IL were measured as the slopes of
8
the reaction curve at the appropriate points* The technique used
was to hold a mirror standing vertically on the graph paper, so that
the bottom edge of the mrror intersected the curve at the point at
which the value of R.- was required* The mirror was then rotated
%
about this point until, on looking into the mirror, the graph and its 
reflection were seen as one continuous curve. In this position, 
the mrror was lying along the normal to the curve. Although there 
is a certain subjective element in this method, it is probably the 
most reliable teclinigue available*
A plot of the values of the function Q so derived against the
ratio (lf>)/(ni) should give a straight line, of intercept
is
I
il
HS
EE
s
*5 9 *
and slope X * Table XX demonstrates how these
.1.fmictions were calculated. The seventh column, was
obtained by dividing the product of the fourth and fifth columns by
the corresponding entry in the sixth column. The value of
4 I  1is \/2.40 sr 1*550 litres*-. Ooncentrations are in moles per
—1 • '«1litre, and is in moles litres seconds .•2
[(in:). [(Ig)] [(OHgi). [dg% [b.,^ _ Q.vfio^ q.io"^ 
lolyjj 10&] 10?.vh]
25 2245 .011 690 5.00 .152 . 227X10*’ ,146
50 2220 .025 665 7.07 .189 .249X10® .161
75 2195 .034 640 8.66 .209 .265X10® .171
100 2170 .046 615 10.00 .214 .287X10® .185
150 2120 .071 565 . 12.25 .193 .359X10® .252
200 2070 .097 515 14.14 .177 .411X10® .265
225 2045 .110 490 15.00 .100 .455X10® .281
250 2020 .124 465 15.86 .149 .495X10® .519
275 1995 .158 440 16.58 .159 .525X10® .359
300 1970 .152 415 17.52 ,130 .055X10® .557
525 1940 .167 590 18.05 .125 .565X10® .565
The graph of Q against (l„)/(lll) is shown in Big. 14. it is a
reasonable straight line, the intercept on the Q-axis being 0.150X10^,

-60*
and the slope 1*59X10^. These values give k^K^«7//X10"^, and 
k g /k g #  10*7#
The summarised data, of tlie other low-pressure runs are given 
iii Appendix 17# The times required for about 12 definite amounts of 
iodine to he produced are quoted, having been ï^ecid off smoothed 
reaction curves defined by as many as 160 e^ cperlmontally determined 
points# The corresjoonding values calculated for Q are also given*
In Table X are listed the tepjperaturc, the value of k^ /k^, for 
each run*
TABLE X
Collected Results of Low Pressure Runs.
Run T % k^K^XlO^ Rim T % X % fc^ K^ XlO^
86 565 11.4 11*4 92 586*5 41.7 9*5
86 572*6 19*6 5.9 95 550 5*2 11.2
87 580 31*5 9.2 94 549.5 5.2 10.9
88 685*5 40*0 5*0 96 562 10*5 10*5
89 685 57.7 8*7 96 562 10,8 10.2
90 586 42.6 10.7 97 597.5 77.0 10.7
91 586 41*7 10,2 98 597.5 80.0 10.6
T- -
The Arrhenius plot of log k^ K*- is shovm in Fig* 15* Over the
temperature range of 48%, it gives a fairly good straight line, given 
.1by log kj^K*^ = 12*46 - 37,040/4.57,T TMs is in good general
i:
—Gl— ’
agreement with the e:^ q)ression for k from the Mgh pressure runs, 
though the A-factor seems to be about 10/ higher than in the latter 
case#
The values ohtainecl for the ratio are not nearly as
satisfactoiy. The Ariiiemus plot is shown in Fig, 16, and this 
clearly exiiibits the scatter of the deita. If the results of runs 
86 , 87 , 88 , 89 and 92 ii'o aihitrai'ily ignored, a reasonable straight 
line can he drawn tlirough the remaining points, giving k^k* %6 O
4,8,0**''^  ^, These values of the Arrhenius parameters are of the 
ex})octed order of magnitude, but are obviously not entirely reliable, 
due to the rejection of the results of five of the e^ Qperiments* 
Agreement of photometer with iodine titration for low-pressure 
experiments.
Due to the larger scatter of the photometric data at high iodine 
cozioentrations, caused in turn by the logarithmic nature of the 
absolution law and the resultant crowding of the upper part of the 
scale, the two methods of iodine estimation at the end of a run did 
not agree as closely as for the high-pressure runs. However, the 
agreement was within 6 to 7/, T/xth a definite tendency for the 
titration to give a higher value than the photometer.
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The voaotlon Riaclmnism postulated to account for the kinetics of 
the theiinal reaction betv^ een methyl iodide end. hydrogen iodide is 
skiown below :
I + GHgl -— > O H g  + I g (1)
C H g  + I g O H . . X  + IO (3)
Ollg + HI C H ^  ,■ I (5)
I  +  I  + ] '>s I g ,  4 M.
The suggestion that the reaction is catalysed by iodine is 
supported by comparing the results of runs G2 and 65* %ese runs 
produced 59.5 X 10 ® and 25.5 X 10*"® moles of iodine, respectively, 
in 18,000 seconds, all paramotors being practically identical in the 
two cases e:coept for the values of 62, for viiidh 12 X 10"®
moles of iodine were originally present, did not have to v/ork its way 
tlirough the slow initial induction period, whei-eas run 65, v/ith only 
6 X 10**® moles of iodine initially, did have to build up its rate 
slowly*
At high concentrations of IH, the rate become independent of 
this variable. The above reaction sdieme accounts for this behaviour, 
on the basis of an excess of HI removing practically all of the methyl 
radicals, thus preventing the back reaction (2). The fact that the
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rate eventually beooraes zero order vdth respect to HI rules out the 
four-centre reaction
Oh^X + HI -- > GH^ + Ig (4),
isuggested by Ogg"*, as this would require a first-order dependence 
on in. Theoretical considerations relevant to the occurrence of 
(l) or (4) as the preferred route are discussed in a later section. 
These support the evidence given here in favour of (i).
The autocatalysis implicit in the scheme (l),(2), (3) i*equires 
as initiating step the dissociation 
O H g l  — >  C i l g  +  I  
The contribution of tliia miimoleoular fission of iucthyl iodide has 
been assumed to be negligible under the experiraental conditions of 
the present work. Tlxis can be shown as follows#
If Ru is the '‘uniiûolecular rate of disoppearance of CHgX, and 
Rc the rate of the catalytic contribution, then
M  =  JaiiÇHgî)^  a  M.
for the !iigh-pressui'e exqxeriments.
Assuming a reasonable value of ku of 10^ .^ ,O O C ^ k i ^
and inserting for k ^  the value found, 
k 10^3.^ * -57,000A2 ^ , , 4  meozrS givez
Ru e-iy.ooo/Kr
(A)'
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The atomic reaction rate vdll be lowest at the lowest iodine
••Ôconcentrations5 say 10 moles per litre# and the imimolecular 
contribution highest at the top of the terr^ Dcrature range, 600%.
( Ë ) ^ .  ■
-5 « 6Tills figure drops to 10 wlien 100 X 10 moles of iodine are 
present, so that neglect of the unimolecular fission rate seems 
justifiable*
The some conclusion can be shown to hold for the low-pressure 
experiments,, since the average autoca.talytio rate during a low- 
pressure run is less than that for a, Mgh-pressure run at the same 
teiîperature by a factor j/(l + Bince k^/k^ is of the
order of 10, and (1^)/(ill) Iiad an average value of 0.1, this factor 
is about 0*5, so that for the low-pressure runs, (Ri/Hc)ma>r.* e="
2 X 10“®’® =
Jihraluation of the rate constant
The rate constant k derived from the Iiigh-pi'cssure runs is
' 1identifiable vdth the xîroduct accoiÆlng to the present kinetic
analysis. The corresponding rate constant derived from the low-
.1pressure eiqperiments was explicitly referred to as in order to
conveniently distinguish between the two independently obtained 
quantities.
To obtain a value of from either set of data requires a
knov/ledge of K, the eguilibrimi constant for the iodine dissociation
IG. 17.
l»A L p-^on 'Jkiss*'». e. X^P0Ÿ,t^ (‘K7S V'i
va
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69equilibriiam* Tho data of Perliâan and Hollefson were uaed to
calculate an expression for tb.e temperature dependence of K.
(See Appendix V)# Tiie expression derived Is;
log K = -7,788/1 - 0.095 log Î + 5,683,
wiaere K is the equilibrium constant in moles per litre for the
equilibrium 21*
The corresponding value of log K was subtracted frora each
,1experimentally obtained value of log andthe resulting values of
tlog from the hi^-pressure runs #re shown plotted against -g in 
Pig# 17# #ien woiiced out statistically, the plot can be represented 
by the linear relation log = (10.71 - 0.08) - (19,200 i 200/4.57.T).
Tl'ie low-pressure data, when treated in the some way, give 
an expression
log = (10.78 i 0.12) - (19,800 - 300/4.57.T).
It v m s  felt that the pre-exponentia3. factor obtained from the 
high-pressure experiments was probably the more reliable, as any 
spurious surface effects are less likely to operate in a high-pressure 
system* Tlie activation energies obtained for this elementaiy 
reaction by the two different methods are in excellent a^ r^eeinent.
Thus, at 568^, the mean tei%erature of the range investigated, the . 
rate constant for the reeiotion X f OIÎç.1 "— > CHp, tJ- Ig (l)o
is given by log k^ = 10#71 - 19,200/4#57«T,
—0 6 -
ïïvaluatioïi of the ratio
The àrrhexûuB plot of ig against the values of log
ohtained in the present work, (Fig* 16),shows a large scatter of the
data, even when the five doubtful runs ore ignored* Aa extension
of the tençperature range is obviously desirable, and this is available
from the results obtained by Benson and 0*Neal^^ for the photolysis
of acetone in presence of HI*
Their results are listed in Table XI, together with the values
obtained in the present woik* These latter values are lov/er than
those quoted in Table X* Since k^/k^ was evaluated for each low-
pressure run by multiplying the slope of the Q vs*(lg)/(Hl) graph
by the value obtained for k^*^, it was felt that, for consistency,
1the value of k^ .K** used siiould be tîmt accepted as the best value, 
namely, tîmt from the high-pressure runs* The values of k^/k^ 
quoted in Table XI are thus about 10% lower, on the average, than tliooe 
listed in Table X, since the latter were obtained usin,g the value of 
k^ K'' deduced from the same low-pressure run as the slope of the 
Q vs.(l„)/(lll) graph.
rrrn
Si
S
g
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TABLE XI
Values of k^/k^
T^K T?K ^2^^5
401.5 12.2 508.6 7.5 680 8.0
599,5 12.0 544 8.6 585.5 4.5
rt 12.7 tî 7.5 585 8.5
457*5 10.1 (} 7.4 586 9*5
« 11.9 «1 5.7 9*5
n 12.7 n 8*1 586.5 8.7
508.5 11*2 567*6 5.1 550 10*1
« 11.9 rt 6*3 549.5 9.4
« 10*4 » 6.0 562 9*9
ts 9.0 tt 6.1 fî 9.2
tf 6*4 566 10.2 597.5 9.4
f» 6*5 572*5 6.4 » 8.7
AOThe first 22 values are those obtained by Benson and O'Eeal, 
the remainder being the result of the present work# The Arrhenius 
plot is shown in Fig# 18. There is still a very large scatter, the 
data of Benson and 0*Beal follomni^ the trend observed in the present 
work, and it is feasible to assume that a pattern exists among the 
higher values of log k^k^. If the points encircled by the red 
line in Fig* 18 are ignored, the points remaining of the combined data
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fit a straight line given by
. (6.S * 0.05) . , (680*»)/™
This is probably the beat value obtainable for from
present data, but the errors quoted correspond only to the scatter of 
the chosen points. Indeed, the values of the Arrhenius parameters, 
although reasonable, may be in considerable error due to oui' preference 
for the higlicr k*yk% values*Ci O
It is of interest to note that 33enson and O’Neal did not appear 
to pretreat their reaction vessel in any way, and obseived a nmdi 
larger proportion of "spurious” ruîis than in the present work,. This 
suggests that the large scatter in the values of k^/kg may be due to 
a surface effect of some kind. The role of surface effects in the 
present woiic is discussed in a later section.
Evaluation of, the Carbon-Iodine Bond Dissociation Energy*
The forward and reverse processes of the equilibrium 
I + chgi oiig + ig,
are seen to correspond to reactions (l) and (S) rospoctively* Since 
the numbers of molecules of products and of reactants are equal,
A if =3 » E^-Eg, viiere E^ and Eg are the activation energies
found for reactions (l) and (2) at 668^ K, the mean oiperimental 
teiiQperature.
The value of E^ has been evaluated as 19.2 - 0.5 k.caH-s.per mole, 
but the only available information concerning Ep is a value of
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080 - GO cals- per mole for - Eg. In order to estimate a value
of Eg, an additional assumption must be made- One v/ell-knovm relation
70that could be used is Hirschfelder’ s .Rule, which states that the
activation energy for mi exothermic metathetioal radical reaction is
approximately 5#6^ o of the bond dissociation energy of the bond being
broken. Tîiis rule, which was based on aemi-empirlcal calculations,
is obviously not exactly coiTcct, as the energy of the bond being
formed during the reaction would intuitively be expected to affect
the energy level of the transition complex. It might thus be
exjpected that a. correlation should exist between activation energy
and enthalpy for such reactions, and various variters have discussed
y 1this suggestion, (see, for oxanç>le, Semenov ).
IIcAmver, the assujT^ tion that E_ and E,, correspond to the same 
fraction of D(I-I) and B(H-l) respectively is probably as valid as 
any that could be made in the absence of more complete information.
Then, from the equations E^-Eg « 700 cals-, and Eg/E. w 55.5/71, 
we deduce Eg = 700 cals., and E^ = 1400 cala, Tiie error is liable 
to be considerable, both from the vtilue assumed for E.-Ert, and fron 
the arbitrary nature of the aasuiïQption made regarding Thus,
the value deduced for E^-E^ = 18.5 k.cals. per mole, is probably only 
reliable to witliin - 1 k.cal, per mole-
A further correction of RT must be subtracted from thesae values 
of .E^ and Eg, to make some allov/ence for the tempe rature» dependence 
of the A-factors, Tliis type of correction is based on the classical
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collision theory of kinetics, and is only an o.pproxiisation to the 
true tenrnerature dependence. However, if it is assumed that end 
Ag vary mth temperature in the seaitie fashion, these corrections cancel 
when calculating
Thus, e -Eg » 18i6 k.cals* per mole, and this quantity
is related to D(CH^-I) by the relation
AH® = 18.5 k. cals, per mole = D(0H„-I)-D(1-I).
From the data of Berbnan and Relief son, p(l-l) at 668^K is 
calculated to be 56*6 - 0.1 k. cols# per mole, (see Appendix V), 
whence D(CHg^ -l) is found to be 55.0 k. cols, per mole at SOB^ K, with 
an uncertainty of the order - Ik. cal. per mole.
The correction neoossaiy to reduce A  ifggg to is shovm in
Apjpendix VI to be of the order 1*1 k, oals* per .mole. If is
■fâius taken as 17.4 k* oals. j)er mole, and the value of D(X-X) at 
0 ^  as 55*5 k. cals, per molej then D(0H^ #*I) at 0 %  is deduced to be 
53*9 k* cals, per mole.
Similarly, the correction A ( l f i s  found to be 0*7 k. oals. 
per mole, so tliat Alf is 18.1 k. cals, per mole. D(l-l) is given 
by Bsrltiien end Rollefson^^ as 56.1 k# oals. per mole, so that at 398^ K, 
D(CHg-l) is deduced to be 54*2 k* co].s. per mole.
Tlie uncertainty in these values, is probably of the order - 1 k» 
oa].* per mole. Within these limits, the values obtained are in 
excellent agreement vdth the results of other methods, as described in 
a 'orevious section.
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Pre-Exponential Factors.
The A- factoi' for reaction (l) has been found la be 10^ *^"^  ^
litres moles"*^  secs*^^ at 568^. It is of interest to compare this 
value witli those predicted by collision theory and by transition-
Istate theory*
Classical collision theory gives a value for the Arfactor of 
5*5 X 10^^ litres moles ^ secs**^ , on assuming collision diameters of 
5*6 % and 6.1 â for mi iodine atom and a methyl iodide molecule, 
respectively. (Appendix VIl) » The calculation is subject to the 
usual uncertainties, but gives a P- factor of about 10 .
Tlie experimental entropy of activation was calculated for 568^K 
using the formula
where is Boltzmann’s Constant, h is Planck’s Constant, and S is 
the entropy of activation. The value thus obtained for S was - 
14*76 cals, moles*” degrees*” , for a standard state of 1 mole per litre* 
The derivation of the formula and the munerical calculation are 
described in Appendix VIII*
The "theoretical’ entropy of activation was calculated by the 
methods of statistical mechanics* The transition complex (l) was 
assumed to be linear, with respect to the carbon and two iodine atoms* . 
Tlie transmission coefficient wa^assumed to be unity, and free rotation 
of the metliyl group around the C - I - I axis was also assumed. Full 
details of the calculation are given in Appendix IX, the value obtained
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—1 -1being - 17.49 cals, moles degrees , again for a standard state of 
1 mole per litre.
There is thus a discrepancy of 2.74 entropy units bet\7een the 
experimental and theoretical entropies of activation. This 
corresponds to' a factor of about 6 in the A- factor, and rejiresents 
reasonable agreement between experiment and theory, as it is generally 
accepted that the limit of reliability of transition-state 
calculations of A- factors is of the order of a factor of 10. Tlius, 
the assumption of a universal frequency factor k^T/h for the
7 4decomposition of transition complexes may itself be in error by a 
factor of about 10.
Having determined A^ , the value of A^ can be estimated from the 
relation A 2 » R iJ^ , wiiere A 8^^ is the entropy cîiange
for the equilibrium
I + OHgl 01^  + ig
A value of 5.5 entropy units has been estbnated for this entropy 
change at 298%, (see Appendix X). The temperature 298% was chosen 
because a reasonably reliable estimate of the entropy of a methyl 
radical is available at this temperature. If it is assumed that 
A^ varies as then at 298%, A^ =s 10^ *^^ *^  litres moles ^ secs."*^  
Thus, log Ag =3 log A^ - g/4.57, whence A^ = 10^*^^ litres moles^^
secs. at 298%.
From this value of A^ , and from the value eiqperiiaentally 
detemined for A^A^ =% 5.5, A^ % 10^ *^ *^  litres laoles’"^  seos.*"^  at
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29B®K, The ratio sliould be practically independent of
ten^rature.
F:3jnially, from a consideration of the opposed reactions 
(5) and (5) :
GHg + III -(s) 01%  + I,(5)
Ac can be estimated from the value derived for Ay and from the value 
of This has been estimated as - 8#9 cals» moles*^  ^degrees"*^ »
(see ^pendix X), so log Ag a log A^ - AS®g^g/4»57, v^ence Ag « 
moles'*^  seos.~^ at 298^ K*
Sumnaiy and Discussion of Rate Parameters evaluated in Present Work» 
For convenience, the values of rate parameters derived in the present 
vmiic are listed in Table XIX. Oonments on their reliabiliiy, and 
coinparisons with otiier data, are given below.
Reaction
I + CHgX
OIIg+HI
CHg+Ig
OHg+Ig — > Cllgl+I
OH^+I
1-tCH■4 4 OIIg+HI
(1)
(2)
(S)
(5)
log A (litres
‘ secs.^ /moles
10,71
9&57
8,65
10.74
R(k*oals./mole)
19,2
0.7
1.4
54,4
570
298
570
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The values of the parameters for reaction (l) were directly 
determined experimentally, and apj^ ear to he entirely reasonable,
Tlie value of has been shovai to lead to a value of D(CHg-l) 
consistent v/ith recent electron-impaot and thermochemical data, and 
the value of to be in line with theoretical transition-state 
calculations#
The rate constant for the closely analogous reaction 
Br *f COlgBr  -- > COlg + Br^
75has been determined by Sullivan and Davidson* The A- factor for 
this reaction was found to be litres Efloles"*^ secs.~^ at
570^> and tills represents reasonable agreement betiTeen the A- factors 
of the two reactions*
The value quoted for Eg, although reasonable, is subject to a 
fair degree of uncertainty. Thus, the difference E^-Eg was determined 
ex^ e^rimentally from preferred data, and this difference was then split 
into its coDTponent values by a send-empirical procedure. The value 
of Ag was derived from that of A^ , together vdth an estimate of the 
entropy change A  g, and so is fairly reliable#
Eg is subject to the sarae uncertainties as Eg, while Ag was . 
derived from the value deduced for Ag and the ex;j)erimentolly deteniiined 
ratio Ag/Ag# This latter quantity, a3.thou^ .i reasonable, is subject 
to the some objections as Eg-Eg*
Reactions (2) and (5) involve the attack of methyl radicals on 
diatomic molecules, and Table XIII summarises the data available for 
such reactions.
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Reaction
CHg+m
OIL+1,,
CHg+MI
Ollg-Hg
CHg+HBr
V s
OHg+HOl
CHg+IKl
OIlg+Hg
V a
V s
V s
Products E%-E_
CII^ +I
CHgl+ï
OH^+I
OHgX+I
01%+Br
CHgl+I
cn^ +oi't
CILI+X
CH^+Cl
GH^+H
OHgD+D
CDgH+II
OD^+D
0.7 0.19
0.75
0.95
2.4
0.25
0.15
0.04
* Authors believe results to be unreliable.
litres moles’*^  secs."*^ . Eg-Eg atid 
where ire actions (5) and (8) ore:
GHg + m. —^ > OH^ + X (5) (X « Br or l)
GHg + Ig  ------> OHgl + I  (9 )
H
---- -- —  . - —  -------- -- «.III.. i_>
jg Reference
1.4 0.65 Present v/ork.
0.7 9.57 together vd.th 
68
1.5 - 15
0.75 «« 15
1,55 - 15
0.6 - 15
- - 15
— 15
2.5 8.6 89
10.0 8.49 90
11.8 8.05 90
11.1 9.05 90
10.9 8.49 90
tie
per mole. A-faotors in
refer to the ratio kg/kg.,
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The separate values of end Eg were derived frau the esq^ eiùmentally 
determined values of by assuming that ea.ch v/as the same fraction
of the dissociation energy of the bond broken during the reaction, 
i.e. E^D(H-X) =3 Eg/D(l-l) # It is reassuring to note that the value 
of Eg derived, from the study of the competition for methyl radicals 
betv/ee:a hBr and Ig is the same as that derived from the competition 
between IH and I^ , and that the tv/o independently obtained results44
for the latter agree. This would indicate that the above assuir^ tion 
conceminÊî is valid, albeit arbitrary# This is further
confirmed by the fact that the uneînbigaous activation energy determined 
for the reaction OH^ + HOI  ^ OH^ + 01 is practically the same 
fraction of B(H-Ol) as the other l/D ratios. These ratios are in 
the range 1#9^ to
Tlie activation energies for the attack of methyl and 
trideuteromethyl radicals on hydrogen (Uid deuterium molecules do not, 
however, fall into the above pattern, being larger by almost an order 
of ttiegnitude. The same trend is also observed in tlie analogous 
reactions of hydrogen atoms vrith diatomic molecules, as shown in 
Table XIV.
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Reaction Products E Roferencc
H + Br<^a HBr f Br 0.9 91
H + HBr IL + Br 0,9 91
H + HGl Hg + 01 4.0 92
II + HI H„ + I 1.4 57
H + p-Hg U + o-H„ 5.5 95
H + Dg D + im 6.5 95
D + Hg H + IÎD 5,4 95
D + p-Dg D + o-Dg 6.0 96
*■ A » » ...».«»W —M t i#-m# —a—
In some oases the activation energies of the reverse processes 
were experimentally deterirdned, and the activation energies quoted in 
Table XIV were calculated from these together with heats of reaction 
derived from bond dissociation energies.
Thus, it would appear that in general, the activation energies 
for the attack of free atoms mic^adicals on hydrogen or deuterium 
molecules do not fall into the pattern of activation energies for the 
attack on halogen or halogen halide molecules. From the results 
listed in Table XIII, it appears that for the metathetloal reactions 
of methyl radicals v/ith halogen or halogen halide molecules, forming 
a îï^ thyl halide or methane plus a halogen atom, the activation energy 
is about 2;? of the dissociation energy of the bond broken in the 
reaction*
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The A- factor obtained in the present work for the reaction
OII^  + HI — ^ + I
is seen to agree closely with that determined for the very similare
reaction OHg + HOI -- > OH. + 01
Since the derivation of the former involved the evaluation of
the ratio this agreement offers further confirmation of the
a  o
validity of the assumptions made vAien treating the relevant data, 
and the somewhat arbitrary rejection of certain runs. (See Fig* 18).
‘Bie value quoted in Table XII for is the value derived in 
the previous section for 298®K, correoted to 570^. It should be 
noted that errors made in estimating the entropies of GH^ and I 
cancel in the sequence leading to a value of Aq , the overall entropy 
change effectively involved being that for the process
OHgl f ÎH  --- ) CH^ Ig. Thus, errors in arise only from
entropy values assigned to stable moleoulos, -which sliould be fairly 
accurate, and from e^ cperimental errors in A^  andX il O
Reaction (6) is aual.ogous tc^he rate-detormining step found by
72Kistiakas/slsy and Van Artsdalen for the brondxiation of methane, i*e.
Br H GH^--- ^ HBr + Oly
cf * I + GII^  --- ^ in + OHg - (6)
Theoretical end experimental entropies of activation for reaction 
(5) were calculated as for reaction (l). (See Appendix XI). For 
purposes of comparison, the entropies were calculated for a temperature 
of 570% and a standard state of 1 mole, pex* çm^, as had been done for
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the broîiiino reaction. Tlie values obtadried are listed in Table XV,
-1 -1 in oalG, moles degrees .
<< *Reaction !£^ oduots /a» Be theoretical experimental Reference
1 + OIL HI 4 OIL -1*5 -0.9 Present4 o v/orK:
Br + OH^ IBr + OHg -1,04 -1,81 78
The theoretical and experimental values quoted by ÎCistiakov/sky 
and Van Artsdalen are veiy close, but the significance of this 
agreement is probably not great.
HoiTever, the entropies of activation ©re of the same order for 
the two reactions, v/ith a tendency for the iodine atom reaction to 
have a slightly more positive value. This can be explained from the 
point of view of collision theory by postulating that tlie larger 
iodine atom need not approach a methane molecule along the precise axis 
of a corbon-hydrogen bond to within the more precise limits appla.cable 
for attack by a smaller bromine ©tan# The former reaction will thus 
have a higher P- factor than the latter, as observed.
In tenns of transition state theory, when the halogen atom and 
methane molecule coalesce to fom^he trojisition complex, the entropy 
decreases by an amount corresj/onding to three translational degrees of 
freedom. This decrease is partially offset by the entropy gained 
from three additional vibrational degrees of freedom, and from the 
increase in the rotational contribution caused by the increased 
moments of inertia. Since the mass of an iodine atom is ovoi’ 50/o
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greater than that of a bromine atom, both of these entropy***increasing 
effects should he larger in the former case, since vibrational 
frequencies will be lower, and moments of inertia higher, than in 
the latter case*
The fact that the value of Ac thus appears to be reasonableÜ
offers further justification for the value assigned to f-t o
The value of Eg, quoted in Table XII, was estimated from the 
value of Eg, together with the endotherrïdcity of reaction (5).
Since the bond dissociation energies of methane and HI are about 
104 and 71 k. cals, per mole, respectively, %  5 - 55 k.cals* per 
mole, and s= AlL „ + E« = 54.4 k* cals. *per mole.O 0 . 0 0
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Suivey of Literature on lo^de Deo(Xffposition3 in Light of the Present
Work.
The pyrolysis of an organic iodide HI, in presence of a large
o %excess of HI, has now been shovm, for R « OIL,, OF,, and C^ Hp-.CIL .O O O O id
to occur by the mechanisra:
R I — ^  R + I
Î + BI ---> R + I„ (1)
R + m — >  m i + I  (5)
I + 1 ig
The reverse processes of reactions (l) and (b) are effectively prevented 
by the large excess of HI, while it is possible to study the reaction 
under conditions such that the rate of the unhaolecular fission 
process is negligible*
The analogous reaction 2HI  -- >  Hg + has been shovm to
57proceed partially by a similar atcmic lïieohaïiism, although the 
bimolecular step also ploys an important role in this case.
It thus seems probable that all orgmiic iodides should decompose 
according to an essentially similar kinetic scheme. Benzyl iodide 
contains the v/ealcest carbon-iodine bond of any rcasonaî^ ly ooiimon 
organic iodide, while methyl iodide has probably one of the strongest. 
(The corresponding bonds in phenyl and vinyl iodides are quoted^ '^  
as havin^ î dissociation energies only about 5 to 4 k. cols, per mole 
higher than that of nîothyl iodide). Thus, from the point of viev/ 
of endothermioities, the above meoha%iism appears to be of general
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ajjplicatiqn, and tills is supported hy the fact that many of the rate
expressions found to describe the pyrolyses of the iodides investigated |
.1. !involve a factor If this suggestion is in fact valid, the
catalytic action of the iodine atoms has been masked in pitavious
investigations by the simultaneous inliibition due to the iodine molecules.
The use of a large excess of HI as* a radical, catcher removes the
complication of secondorj?* reactions of the free radicals, and in
particular the inliibitoiy reaction ( s ). This blanking out of the
inhibitoiy effect of iodine molecules makes it possible to isolate
and measure the catalytic action of the atoms* %is general technique
would thus appear to offer a general method for the determination of
carbon-iodine bond dissociation energies*
The main disadvantage of the method at the moment is the lack
of loiov/leclge regarding the activation energy for the back reaction
OHg + Ig *--> OH^I + I (2)
The difficulties have been fully discussed in previous sections.
While it would ap^ pear that the value of Eg derived in the present work
is reasonable, and probebly not in great error, this value was derived
by making some more or less arbitrary assumptions* An unambiguous
detormintxtioii of Eg would thus be of great advantage, the difficulty
being tho,t Eg is so small that errors are liable to be at least as
great as the tme value of
Considerations on Transition-state Configurations*
The probability of occurrence of the four-centre transition
complex involved in reaotion(4),
CH^I + in --> GH^ + Ig (4)
relative to that of reaction (l),
I  f  OH^I ---- ^  OHg .f. Ig  (1 )
oen be considered from theoretical ideas. The two complexes would 
probably have the forms shovm;
IL HX ; _II--7C  I 1 II....
; "ir'IK II
(1 ) (4 )
The four-centre complex (4) involves five atans bonded to the 
central caiiDon, which must therefore hybridise enough orbitals to 
overlap mth the orbitals of the peripheral atoms. The five lowest 
orbitals available are the 2s, 2p^ , 2p^ , 2p^ , and 5s. The 5s energy 
level is considerably higher than those associated v/ith principal 
quantura number 2, and the promotion and hybridisation energies 
required would be considerable. The analogous reaction
— > XL +
57has been shov/n by Sullivan to have an activation energy of about
45,5 k. cols, per mole, of wXiioh on]yr about 4,5 k.cals. are due to 
the endothermicity.
Mo such diiTiculties arise in the case of the transition complex 
for reaction (1). The central iodine atom readily foirms molecules 
analogous to this complex, e.g, the linear ion 1%, although, of courseo
the bonds of tXie transition complex are electron-deficient.
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Bterio considerations also favour the fonnation of complex (l) 
ratiier than of (4) » Garbon, beluf^  an element of the first row of 
the Periodic Male, is a siaall atom, with not much space around it 
to acoomriodate five directly bonded atoms. It is, in fact, a 
general rule, that elements of the finrst row have a oovalency 
maximum of four, though extrapolation of this rule oonoeming stable 
entities to the case of a transient intermediate may not be valid. 
However, the entropy of activation for reaction (4) would be very 
large and negative, due to the high degree of organisation of the 
transition complex.
On the other hand, the central iodine atom of complex (1) is 
relatively veiy large, mid has only to accommodate tv/o atoms directly 
attached to it.
Reference to a transition complex vei^ r similar to that suggested 
for reaction (4) is found in the paper by Sclvnied and Fink^ on the 
isotopio exchange of iodine vdtli metliyl iodide. Under certain 
experimental conditions, the rate of exchange H was given by the 
expression
R » (OiLl) (l^ )jr2.5)fl0^ xe moles cras’*'^ seca.**^O
This was inteipreted as ibnplyin^ g that the exchange proceeded via a 
four-centre complex OH^X - analogous to the GH^I - HI complex
postulated for reaction (4). This suggestion v/as supported by the
fact that a methyl iodide-iodine cor/plex had previously been sho^ vn 
to exist in n-hcptane solution. Schmied and Fink investigated
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the temperature dependence of the equiXibriimjfeonstmit (CKgl - I^)/ 
(OHgl)(Ig) in n-heptane solution, over the range 5 to 45%, using 
a Sï^ ectrophotometric method. Tiiey found to he -4,5 Ic.oals, per 
mole, and to he -25.8 cals, degrees"*^  nioles7^  for a standard
state of 1 mole per litre.
If the entity investigated in solution was in fact the four* 
centre caiTplex analogous to the transition complex (4), and if the 
route suggested for the isotopic exchange is in fact the connect one, 
then the arguments given above, concerning the iiïTprobability of 
occurrence of the congplex (4), are suspect. Since the formation of
the CH^I - Ig complex in solution was in fact found to be exothermic,
and the activation energy of the exdiango reaction only 9 Ic, cals» 
per mole, this would strongly suggest that, arguing by analogy, 
reaction (4) does in fact oontivibute to the methyl iodide -HI reaction 
rate. The non-dependence of the rate on HI concentration would liave 
to be explained by some complicated kinetic mechanisnu
Fortunately, it seems likely that the entity found to exist in
the inert solvent is not in fact tiio four-centre complex, but is
rather a charge-tremsfer complex. Iodine readily acts as exx electron
acceptor in this connection, and ini'ojmmtion regarding these complexes
65has been given by Murrell. For a seirles of electron donors and the 
same acceptor, there is a areasonable linear correlation between the 
ionisation potential of the donor and the xVeauoricy of the charge- 
transfer band. Murrell shows a. plot of these quantities for various
- 8 6 -
electron donors, vd.th iodine as acceptor, in his review. The
66ionisation potential of methyl iodide is 9*6 e*V., and the hand 
observed by 'Sclimied and Fink was in the spectral region 280 
On converting units and plotting on Murrell*s graph, the point 
corresponding to the OH^I - complex falls on the straight line 
dravm. to well v/ithin the scatter of the rest of the data.
The suggestion that this OH^I - cojïïplex is in fact a charge- 
transfer complex, is supported hy certain observations made by Schmied 
and Fink. On increasing the co*.''.centration of methyl iodide in the 
solution, with constant iodine concentration, not only did the 
intensity of absorption increase, but also the wavelength of the 
band, corresponding to the complex, increased. The energy of the 
charge-transfer state relative to that of the ground state is given, 
by I - E - G approximately, viiere I is the ionisation potential of 
the donor, B the electron affinity of the acceptor, and Ç a tern 
corresponding to stabilisation of the ionic complex by solvation. 
Methyl iodide, being Mgbly polor, will enliance this last effect if 
present in excess, thus decreasing the energy jump, and shifting/, the 
absorption bend to a longer wavelength. This is in agreement with 
the trend observed by Schjiiied and Fin!:, and would suggest that the 
OHf.I - Ip complex invostigated is in fact of this nature.
It may be remarked that considerable doubt exists concerning the 
mechanism of the isotqpic exchange reaction between iodine and OH^ Ï. 
Sohrnied and Finie supported their suggestion of a four-centre
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transition complex by thoir studios of the complex in solution,
67but Clark, .'Ftitchard end ‘Trotman-Dickenson found that the rate 
.was of order 0.5 with respect to iodine, and postulated en atomic 
mechanism. Both sets of workers found that the rate of exchange 
. was strongly surface-dependent.
Thus, it seems probable that the previous ar^ guments, concerning 
the iriprobobility of occurrence of complex (4), are not 
invalidated by the v/oii: of Schmied and Finie, end the kinetic 
mechanism postulated to acoouut for the present experimental data 
is essentially correct.
Surface Effects.
As stated in a previous section, it was assumed tliroughout that
4the reaction was entirely homogeneous in natui’e* Ogg ccwried out 
come experiments in viiidi he varied the surface ; volume ratio by a 
factor of eight, at total ■pressui'sa of 50 ims*, without detecting 
any variation in the rate*
Hov'/ever, it is certain that the state of the wall of our 
particular reaction vessel influenced the reaction rate.
Reproducible behaviour could only be obtained after allowing the 
reaction vessel to stand wi# IE in it, for at least an hour, at 
the- operating teiaparaturo- The normal practice adapted was to leave 
it overnight. Ik'osumably the IfX had some kind of seasoning effect 
on the walls of the vessel.
If air Y/as admitted to such a hot, seasoned reaction vessel.
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previously purrped out hard vd.th liquid air on traps 1 and 2, a
strange effect was noted* Tlie photojïieter began to record signals
indicating the presence of iodine. After a maximum reading was
attained, wltiich according to the calibration usually corresponded to 
-6about 80 X 10 moles of iodine, the photometer readings began to 
fall off 5 approaching an equilibrium reading osymptotioally, this 
reading cori'esponding to about 20 x 10"^ moles of iodine. On 
pumpinff out the air, end comparing the two light intensities reaching 
the photocells, pliotocell 1 was found to be recording a greater light 
intensity, indicating that the transmitting pov/er of the optical 
cell had been increased in some way*
If a series of three experiments was carried out in this way, 
without re-seasoning the reaction vessel, the effect observed, while 
follov/ing the some trend qualitatively, diminished in extent ivith each 
injection of air. The third injection had only a very small effect.
If IE was then allowed into the reaction vessel in this condition, 
very sirnilar behaviour was observed, with the difference that, on 
puiming out the reaction vessel, the transmitting pov/er of the optical 
cell was found to be less than before the injection* TIris effect,
on successive injections of HI, also diminished, the fourth injection
/havin^ f %)raotically no effect. A Very small amount of iodine, about 
-510 moles, was collected in the traps on pumping out the first 
injection.
One other test was applied. • Air was allowed into the hot.
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seasoned reaction vessel, and left for six hours. The air was then
punned out, and the unbalanced light intensities were not readjusted,
IE .was then admitted to the reaction vessel, and after five hours,
pimped out. It was found that the light intensities, as measured by
the photocells, were then balanced to Y/ithin 2/ï of The so
observations might be explained if tlie glass reacted v/ith the IE to
fom iodides, viiidi were decomposed by oxygon'With evolution of iodine.
We cannot identify the unknown reactant, and apart from noticing this
fact, there appears to be little to be gained by further discussion.
It v/ould be interesting to have a fused silica bulb and cell, ht^ wever,
in order to repeat these experiments. If no effect was observed, it
would suggest that the metallic constituents of the glass play a part.
The evidence quoted in the literature concerning the heterogeneous
activity of IE is wide and contradiotoiy ^ , 59,4:0, Sohmied and
65Fink investigated the theraal exchange of iodine with OHgl and with 
151IE, using I . For the case of methyl iodide in quartz vessels, the 
exchanf^ e proceeded by two simultaneous routes, one of which v/as 
prevented by preheating the reaction vessel overnight at 550%, The 
corresponding e:cch©nga of iodine v/ith IE was found to be too fast to 
follow, even at room temperature with the iodine frozen on to the 
surface.
The experimental technique used in the present investigation did 
not lend itself to studying the effect of varying the surface ; volume 
ratio of the reaction vessel, as any such variations v/ould have to be
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made in the main body of the vessel, v/liile the reaction was followed 
by observing the optical cell*
Thus, à discussion of possible heterogeneous reactions during 
the present investigation mist rest on indirect evidence. The only 
direct evidence of surface activity was afforded by the series of 
exj^riments described, on the injection of air and of IE into the 
reaction vessel,
Two independent methods were used to evaluate the ccîriooaite rate 
constant k * Tlie high-pressuro method gave a value about lG}a 
lower than the low-pressure method, the discrepancy being associated 
with the A- factor. Any surface effect would be expected to make a 
relatively larger contribution in a low-pressure system than at high 
pressures, and it is possible that this is the cause of the difference 
observed* However, a disoreprrw^ '' of tliis typo is fairly ccminon 
between values of an A- factor dotoxmined by independent methods, 
and the 10/S increase may only represent experimental faults.
Another trend vfaich may be interr/reted as a immifestation of 
surface activity is the strange scatter of values observed for the 
ratio (See Figs. 16 and 18) » If it is accepted that the points
arbitrarily ijpiorod while drawing Arrhenius plots for represent
runs during wirich the surface was for some reason active, thus 
artifioally reducing the effective value of k^/k^ in some v/ay, then 
the Arrhenius equation derived for k^kg is probably valid# Tdiy 
the surface should have been active in some cases, and not in others.
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\dien the pretreatment of the reaction vessel v/as unifoim so far as
is knovm, remains a nysteiy*
Tlie surface effect must have been sudi as to leave the rate of
reaction (l) unaffected, since the values of found for the
” spurious” runs all fell into the general pattern* Tliis implies that
reaction (2), the reverse of reaction (1), must also have been
unaffected, since the equilibrium position is unambiguously defined
by the free energy difference between the tv/o sides of the equilibrium
equation. Thus, any catalytic effect of the v/all on reaction (2)
must have also been exerted on reaction (i), and since the latter was
not observed, the low values of were not caused by a depression
of the rate of reaction (2).
Similarly, any additional reaction postulated to account for the
apT>orent decrease in rate of reaction (2) would automaticaLly cause
an apparent increase in the rate of reaction (l)« For example, an
active surface may facilitate the unimoleoular split of GIIpI to“ o
OH^ + I, or possibly to GH^^ + Ï* Since, however, the rate of
reaction (l) was not altered by the spurious effect, and since it is 
difficult to see how such a. unimoleoular split could depress the 
apparent rate of (2) witliout simultaneously raising that of (l), the 
evidence tends to point against this su^ g^estion.
The value detemined for k^k^ could also be made to decrease 
by an effect which increased the apparent rate of reaction (5). Any 
effect which removed methyl radicals from the system, so thn.t the back
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réaction (2) was^ ïrehdored less probable, v/ould do this. Such a wall
reaction would almost cei'tainly give rise to hydrocarbon products
other than methane, such as ethane or ethylene* A complete analysis
of trace réaction products would help to decide the question of
68whether or not any such effect does occur. Benson and O^Heol, 
in their investigation of the photolysis of acetone in presence of 
HI, observed a scatter of data very similar to that obtained in the 
present work, and could detect nojethene in the products# However, 
more complete data v/ould be required for any fuller discussion#
Reaction of Methyl Bromide v/lth HBr.
It seemed possible that a reaction system consisting of metliyl
bromide with a very large excess of HBr would show Characteristics
similar to those described for the analogous GH^l + ÏE system* It 
was hoped that the general method might thus be extended to include 
the determination of carbon-bromine bond dissociation energies#
Tiie effective mechanism would be, on this theory, as follows;.
Br + OHj^ Br — >  011^  f  Brg (l)
d ig  + HBr — > CH  ^ + Br (6 )
Br + Br Br^
Tlie back reactions
OH5 4 Brg --^ OHgBr f* Br (S)
and Br f C H ^  > HBr + OIL (5)
would bo cut out by the largo excess of îïïlr, ©b would reaction (6)
I:a
a
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Br + OIIgBr  --> i©r + CH^Br (6),
which lias oxi ©Bdothermioity of only about 15 k* cals, par mole.
Two rather rough runs v/ere carried out to test this suggestion.
Air was admitted to the hot reaction vessel for twelve hours, which v/as 
then seasoned v/ithHBr for 56 hours before Run 99 was started. Ho 
calibration of tho photometer for bromine v/as carried out, apart from 
the final titrimetric estimations of bromine at the end of the two 
runs. The photometric system was assumed to obey Beer^s Lav/, os 
found by previous workcrs^^ up to 60 mms* of bromine. The relevant 
data are listed in Table XVI.
TABLE XVI
Hun Initial moles CîLBr Initial moles HBr Final moles Br^ Temperature
  _
99 S.245 X 10"^ 1.787 s 10“  ^ 69.5 x 10"® 688
100 6.250 X lO"^ 2.366 x 10“® 02.0 x lO"® 688
Tlie reaction curves obtained are shovm in Fig, 19* Only a few 
of the detersnined points are plotted. The type of behaviour is very 
different from that observed for the CH^I f HI system, as equilibrium 
is reached fairly rapidly.
Equilibrium constants % == (Br^ )^ (On^ )/(CHgBr) (HBr) v/ere calculated
from the data in Table XVI and the assumed overall stoichiometry#
—5 —5The values obtained v/ero 0.70 % 10 and 0.52 x 10 , giving an
average of 0.6 % 10 *
Tlien, the value of for the overall reaction
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CligBr + ÎIBr .— > CH^ + Br„
is given by = -RTlnlCp =: = 10.5 k. cals* per mole.
An estimate of A  omi be obtained frari published data* For
B3r and Br^, the values of ore 55.6 and 66.2 z’espectively,*^ ^
Q5 7Qthat for CHgBr is 69.9, #iile that for imthane is 65#6, all in
*•1 —’1oals, moles'^  degrees.*^ All the entropy vaEuos quoted are for a 
standard state of 1 atmosphere p/TcGsure, but since the mvnbors of 
molecules on the two sides are the some, A = A f o r  the 
equilibrium. Thus, ^  ^ *5*6 cals* moles’"^  degrees"^ so that
A H ’^ O^q = + T. U-Î 7*8 k* cals* per mole.
Mow, A  iP for* the reaction is also given by 
A  if =: D(CHg-Br) + D(H-Br)-D(GH^-H)-D(Br-Br),
Reliable values for the last three quantities at 0 %  ax’e quoted"^  ^
as 86*6, 101, and 45*6 k. cals, per mole respectively. If it is 
assumed that A  v^ rich will not be far out as A  (20^)
is expected to be small, then D(GÎL-Br) is found to be 67.8 k. cals*à
per mole at 0%. This is in remarkable, agreement vdth the quoted 
value of 68 k. cals, ’por mole.
An insi^ ÿit into the reasons fo.r the behaviour of the CHgBr-î©r 
system, as compared to that of the OH^I-HI system, can be gained frora 
a slightly diffei'ont viev/point froiia the pui^ly thozmiodynamic one 
discussed above* If tho kinetic scheme is given by reactions (l),
(2), (5) and (5), together v/ith the bromine ecmilibrluîri, the foxv/ard 
and reverse rates ere readily sliov/n to be given by;
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a(BrJ = kl (Brg)-^-(G%Br)kg(!mr)
= - a t -  + kg(Brg)
R = &(mv) = kgK'- (Brg) - (CH^)kg(Brg)
' at kjp^r+LCarJO £J 4i
At equilibxiiam, IL, R , so that
!c^ (OHg35r)!:g(lIBr) .(OH.-Br) (iffir) lUc,
“ 7 -  i c i g x ^ T "  " = —IciÜ
Yalues v/ere assigned to the A- factors by vdth those
found for the iodine system, and activation energies v/ere a3.so 
estimated by analogy, the endothermioities being calculated from
' A« _bond dissociation energion* " in tids way, the follovdng values were
assigned:
kg = 10^ 0'®. e -16,t»0/PÆ. ^ ioa0'\e-2=,500/^.
D
llie value of log dexdLved from these est:imates is -5.6. so that 
=: 0,5 X 10*^*“, in good agreeriient v/ith the exT)eri3ïiental values*
Thus, the equilibrituti position found experimentally for the 
system CH^Br + IBr OIÏ^  + Br^
agrees with that predicted by reliable therRb?dyn©mic data, and ideas, 
derived from the present v/ork on iodides, rcgordivig olomentaiy rate 
parameters and reaction mech/misras, also tie in v/ith the oxporiîïientsl 
findings. The main reason for the difference in behaviour between 
the two reaction systems is seen to lie in the values of Eg, these
p
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being of the order 16 and 52 k* C£ilo. per rnole for the bromine and 
iodine systems respectively.
Kinetic analysis of the early portion of Hun 100 was attempted 
on the follov/ing lines;
R = -;r-—  a R„-R = [ki(OVr)kg(mr)-kg(Oiykg(Brg)]dt “ f ~r ~ kg(Brg)+k^ ,
Putting (OhL^ )=:(Brg), dividing above and below by k^(HBr), gives
R(l+kg(Brg)/kg(lBr) ) = ^ {Brg)^ [k^(cn5Br)-kgkg/kg(lffir).
Dividing througli by (Br^ )'^ '^  ^gives
R [ / k g W i l  kjé.idîjBv) kgk/^
(Br„)2 “(Brg)
If (HBr) is assumed constant^ and if kg(lB3r) ^  so tliat
1 4" [ kgCBrgVkgClIBr)] = 1, a plot of iV(Brg)^/^ against
(CI^ Br)/(Brg)"^  sliould give a straiglit line of slo%)e kjK^ , 
ilie two functions were calculated for Run 100, the values of R being 
obtained frora the slope of the reaotion curve, (Fig. 19) and the plot 
is shovm as Fig. 20, It has a definite curvature, in the direction 
predicted by assuming that 1 + kg (Brg)/kg(m) becomes appreciably 
greater than unity as reaction proceeds. (Traversing Fig. 21 from 
top riglit to bottom left corresponds to the forv/ard reaotion direction) 
Hov/ever, the slope of the best straight line gives k^ K"^  =
4 X 10 litres^ moles ^  secs. ^ A value of can be obtained from
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the data of A plot of log agm.nst ^  is bIiowb as
Pig* 21 j from \rhich molea litres’"^ * Then,■ U c i ü
z: 4- % 10 % 1 % 10^ ].itrea males'^ s^ecs^ ’"^
If the motivation oïieï*gy Is assumed, to he the encLothenTdoitj
plus 1 k. oal, per mole for 1he .-reverse réaction, then »
D(CIIg-Br)-D(BrrBr) f 1 = 25»6 k# cals* per mole. On this assumption,
log A^ rs 11*5 at 688^ K, (A in litres moles"*^  cocDc"*^) ,^ vbich,
assuming a teraperature depenclenoc on T"*, gives a value of log =s
11.4 at 570^ K« This re%)resents reasonable) agreement vrith the value
log c2 10*7 for the analogous iodine reaction, considering tlmt the
former value was obtained by making various aasimptions about the
r^esults of one rather hastily performed experiracntu
However, the fact tlmt the value is reasonable gives some indication
of the validity of the postufeted reaction mechanism, vAiich also
75receives support from the woxic of Sullivan anclPavidson on the 
broiiiination of chlorofom, for which they postulated an exactly 
analogous reaction s c h e m e I t  should be noted, hov/avex», that 
reaction (6) has been disregai del, and it seems; quite feasible that 
this step may in fact maîcc a sijpiifioant contribution, giving rise to 
OHgBrg, and possibly more fully bromlnated methanes.
In an atteîrç^ t to clear up this point, it was decided to Investigate 
the equilibrium over a range of temperature* This was done by 
iïijocting a run in the usual fashion, mth the fi.imaoe at a fixed
:i
i
M o l e a  Br»xlO* Molea C I U î M C l O * ^  î ï o I q q  HBrxlO^ Ko x 1 0 ®
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tcn^rature* Vlien equilibrium had been reached, ob indicated by 
constancy of the photometer readings, the latter were noted together 
with the tenperat-ure, and the fvimo.oo controls wex’e then changed to a 
higher tenperaturo-cctting. This procedure was repeated till a range 
of 70%! had been covered, when the reaction laixture was frozen out, 
and its components estimated, in the usual manner^
The various photometer readings were - cow erted to moles of bromine 
in the reaction vessel on the basis of Becr^ sLiiw, and equilibrium 
constants Ko ~ (Br^ ) (OHg,Br) (liBr) vore oalcalated for each teiperature, 
assuming (Br^ ) cr (OE^ )* The results are summarised in Table X7II.
X7II
ÿ
054 1*21 564 2.259 1.7D
650 1.58 355 8.858 8.20
668.5 1.59 546 8.857 8.49
689.5 1.56 589 8.855 5.50
705.5 1.68 585 8.855 5.65
Bince d In Is/âT = if AH^ is assumed to be constant
over the temperature range investigated, then In K =:-AE%HT f constant, 
so that a plot of log K against l/T should give a straight line of 
slope -AH%4.57. Tills plot is shorm in Fig. 23. It is a fairly good 
straight line, with a slight ourvatm*e, given by;
- log ÎC = (1,950 X j/T) - 0.3
\ T 700The slope gives a value of of + 8*9 k. caLs. par mole.
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The value of A for the equilibrium can be calculated
to be 0*5 k* cala* vor mole from published so
A if. = +8.6 k.oals. j^r mole* From quoted valuea^^ of D(OHy-H), o o
O(H-Br) «fid D(Br-Br), «xla leads to a value of D(OHg-Br) = 68.6 
k* cals, per mole, in good agreement with the accepted value.
However, the equilibrium constant derived from Runs 99 and 
100 differs wildly from the trend of this temperoturG-vaxiation 
eacperiment, as shown in Fig. 21* Tills can be expressed in thomo- 
dynamic terms by oalculating the entropy change for the ecjuilibriuin 
from the intercept of the log K vs* j/T plot. Tliis is 0.3 x 4.57 
entropy units, = + 1.4 entropy units, v^ich comperes badly with the 
value predicted above of -3.6 entropy units.
This disorepanqy in the entropy corresponds to a factor of 10 
in the equilibrium constant, and it was suspected that an arithmetical 
error may have been made in the calculation of the constants, but 
none could bo detected* Anotlier experiment, similar to that just 
described, v/as carried out. The behaviour absolved was mudi the same, 
the values of A  and ^ ^ %CX) ^^®^VGd being 7.0 k* cals* per mole 
and 1.2 entropy units, respectively.
Thus, the discrepanpy between these temx>erature-variation 
experiments and Runs 99 and 100 remains unexplained. Imok of time 
prevented a fuller investigation of the problem, but it is stranrre that 
the tenrnerature-variation e:q>erimonts sliould have given a good value 
of A , while A was of the vwong sign. It would apx^ eor that the
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line of work indicated here should he worth following up,
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SIB,KARY
(l) Metiiyl iodide waa decomposed thennally in a static system, in 
presence of hydrogen iodide as radical accex>tor*. The reaction was 
followed by riiotometric estimation of the iodine produced, the 
equipnent dovelopecl being capable of glviïig an almost continuous 
record of iodine concentration, if required*
(il) At high enough concentrations of hydrogen iodide, the rate became
inclependent of this parameter* Under these conditions, the rate-
determining step has been shovm to be reaction (l) :
X + Cn^ I — ^  CHg + Ig (1)
Hate constants for this reaction v/ore measured over n range of 74^ ,
in a region where the rate of unimoleoular fission is Imown to be
negligible, and the Arrhenius expression for the rate constant found
to be log = (10.71 ± 0.08) - (19,200 - 200/4.67.ï), yihere the A-
“1 —1factor is in litres moles secs*, and the activation energy in cals, 
moles .
(iii) Under conditions v/hei^ e the rate was not independent of the ÏÎI 
concentration, the removal of metliy l radicals by reaction (5),
OH,, + in -- > CH^ + X (5)
was not complete, so that the back reaction (2),
CHg + Ig , — > CHgl + I  (2 ) 
played a significant role, The reaction was studied over a 
teiapèrature range of 48% under tlioso conditions, and the follovdng
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Infoïmtion regtuxlirag elementary rate parameters was derived; 
log 3 (10.78 i 0.18) - (19,200 - SCO) /4.57.T.
k Vk, 3 4.8 % e+£T o
Xâien the data concerning obtained in the present work v/as
oonbined with that obtained by Benson and 0*Heal^^ by an independent 
nethod, a temperature range of 198^ was covered, and the value derived 
from the combined data was given by
k/kg 3 (5.5 ± 0.05). e+(^GO ± 50)/RÏ
(iv) The values determined for activation ener^ ;ies v;ero used to 
derive a value of the cafbon-iodine bondcdssooiation energy in methyl 
iodide. The following values, vd.th an uncertainty of about
-Ik* cals, per mole, were found;
570% - 55.0 k* cals* per mole.
2S)8% - 54*2 k. cals* per mole.
0 %  - 52*9 k. cals, per mole.
(v) The pi'e-exponential factor derived experlrnontally for reaction 
(l) has been compared with those predicted on the basis of both 
collision and transition-state theories of chemical kinetics. The 
P- factor is of tlie order of 10 , wiiilo the transition-sta.te 
prediction agrees with the value obsoived to witliin a factor of five.
(vi) Using the values obtained for and and by making
—1estimates of entropy clmnges, the following values, in litres moles 
seds,**^ 5 were obtained for A- factors:
= 10.71 at 670%
—103—
3 9,57 at 298°Ka
Ag = 8.65 at 298°%
Ag 3 10.74 at 570°K,
"k^ iero is the pre-e3q>onential factor for the reaction
I + OH^ — > HÏ + CHg (6)
This value of Ag has hoen shovm to agree both with transition-state
j>rediotion3, and v/ith the value obtained by Kistiakowsky. and 
72Van Artsdalen for the analogous reaction
Br + OH^ — > ïrîBr + 0H«
(vii) A discussion of possible surface effects has been given, which 
rests on incomplete evidence, as the photometric method used to 
follov; the reaction did not lend itself to directly testing the 
homogeneity of the reaction by packing the reaction vessel, Hovirevor, 
the particular reaction vessel used was surface-active, and had to
be seasoned before reproducible beliaviour could be obtained.
(viii) A few exploratory experiments were carried out on the analogous 
reaction system OH^Br + EBr# The behaviour observed differed from 
that of the analogous OH^ï + El system, as the equilibrium position 
in the foimier case lies well to the side of the reactants. The 
equilibrium was. investigated over à tenperature range of 74^ , and 
equilibrium constants caAoulated on the assumption that the stoichiometry 
of the reaction was given by
CH„Br + EBr ^  OIL + Br^O  ^
A was found to be + B.9 k, cals, per mole, vAiich on correcting
to 0%, end omiblnlng v.dth reliable values of the boiid-^ dissooiation 
energies of the other molecules involved, leads to a value of 
I)(OHg-Br) of 68*6 k* cals, per mole,in good agreement v/ith the 
accepted value.
However, the entropy change derived from the terrpera.tux'e 
variation exporimonts differs traa that calculated from spaotroscapic 
data by 5 entropy units, and it is possible that the equilibrium is 
more coirplicated than assumed above, and that OH^Brn and more2
fully bromlnated methanes are also formed.
ÎÎ O i'.i
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APH®IDlC3ïS
Amtg)ix 1 
Integration of Eate Equation
a(i„)
aigi)(ig)“
Put (C£Ll) = a, (in) = jn, and let x be the concentration of OH„IO O <a O O
reacted at tixae t. Since ihe overall equation is OILl + HI —  
CH^ + I..), % = concentration of Xg j)roduced by the reaction at 
time t, BO that (lg)t = % + m.
Then, .â.(2^ ±JSl _ (a - %). (% + m)*^ .
i.e. k at 3 M a u L s )  ^
(a « %) (% + m)^
Putting y = % + m, d(x + m) = dy,(a - >:) = (b - y), where b = a + m,
oPutting a «y, dy s 2s.dz, so 
2z.dz 2&dz
(b-z^). z b" o
dz,_ c= ^= âj (b-z^)
1 1= irB" J LVb-z
1 . In./b /b-a
d!
Vb+z
In
/b + s
clz
1 +„3^ „\Cb 
1 - z/fhT S
1 + nx + m)/(a + W  
1 - + m)/(a + m)
x.e* e =s
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I 1 + / (x + m)/ (a +
1 - (>: + m)/(a + m)
__________ __ X
i.e. /(x + m)/(a + m) = = tenli l/2,
e*^ + 1 
X __ -X Sx ^  usince tanîi x  « e
e=^ + e“* + 1
Thus l/S = tanh*"^  /(x + m)/(o, + in)
i.e. * | >  k  t. l/ a  +  m =  l / ( x  +  m)/(a +  m) +  C *
B valuatini5 0 from the condition that x a o wiien t = o, gives
t. k V^ a + m - S tanh*’^ / (x + m)/(a + m) - tonli'*^ /zj/(a + m)exp,
—108—
A E E S m i X  X I  
Yolme of Reaction Vessel»
Tills was determined by filling the reaction vessel with HI, 
measuring the temperature and pi^ssure, and estimating the HE by 
titration. Three such experimonts gave a value for V of 2.40 - 
0*05 litres.
APPENDIX III
Suinaarised experimental data for high-pressure runs.
a - (OligX)^ , b = (hl)^ , m = all in moles litres*"^ *
V = volume of furnace = 2*40 litres* {x + m)V amount of iodine
6in reaction vessel at time t, in moles x 10 • a.V, m V end b.V in
Amoles X 10'.
1/2 = tahh"^ (see Apiaenflix I).
' ra + Bl
Run 55. 546°%. a.V = 5.71. b.V = 148. mV a .095. IO/I/6 8.
t(seo3. X 10“®) (x+m).V. 1/2 .
1 14i5 .198
S 18.5 .229
S 22.5 .252
4  2'/ .275
5 , SI .299
■ 6 85.5 .820
7 40 .542
8 44.5 .561
9 4-9.5 . 584
10 55 ,407
11 61 .451
12 66.5 .455
15 72.5 .476
14 79 .500
15 85 .528
16 91.5 .546
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Run 56 545°K. a.V = 5.81 b.V a 89 raV = 0.11. li/VSS.
t (seoso X 10**^ ) (x+m).Y. 1/2
1 15 .1982 19 .2265 25 .2484 27.6 .2725 51.6 .2916 56 .5157 40.6 .555B 46.6 .5659 50.6 .57610 65.6 .59711 60.6 .41512 66 .45615 71 .46414 76.5 .47616 81.5 .494
540%. a.V » 5.85 b.V - 142 m V a 0.11.
t(sô03. X 10"*^ ) {x+m)v 1/2
1 14.6 .1962 17,5 .2155 20.5 .2524 25.5 .2485 26.5 .2666 29.5 .2817 52.5 .2958 56 .5129 59.6 .52710 45 .54511 46.6 .56912 50.5 .57415 64.5 .59014 68 .404
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Run 58 557®K a.V = 8.85 b.V. = 156 m V = 0.16. 25/3,/62.
t (sees. X 10“®) (x+m)V l/2
1 19 .222,2 22.5 .242
3 26 .261
4 29 .278
5 52 ,291
35 .507
41 .55547.5 .360
54.5 .588
61.5 .415
68.5 .458
72 .454
75.5 .466
79 .478
85 .495
14
Run 59 552®K. a.V b 5.81
t (aeoa. x 10”®)
18
(x+m)V
10.5 .166
12 .178
15.5 .189
15 .19818 .217
31.2 .257
25 .259
28.5 .278
52.5 .298
56.5 .517
39 .527
41 .556
45 .54645 .555
^1114
SSO.D^ K. a.V = 5.81 b.V = 195 m V a O.lDo
t(aecs. X lO"^"^) (x-fm)V 1/2
1 21 .230
2 25 .241
5 25.5 .254
4 28 .269
6 52.5 .293
8 56.5 .512
10 40.5 .330
12 45 .550
14 49.5 .368
16 54 .58617 56.5 .595
18 59 .404
19 61.5 .415
20 64 .425
Kun 61 531.5®K. a.V = 5.84 b.V = 115 la V = 0.05 . Zl/l/GZ.
t(secs. X lO” )^ (x+m)V 3/2
2 6 .127
4 18 .142
6 10 .1598 12 .178
10 15 .197
12 17.5 .21514 20.5 .254
16 24 .252
18 27 .271
20 30.5 .289
22 34.5 .508
551.5®K. a.V - 3.85 b.V = 142 m V = 0.12.
t(seos« X 10“ )^ (XHT^ V 1/2
2 17 .208
4 21.5 .240
6 26 .261
8 50 .28110 54 .502
12 58.5 .520
14 42.5 .540
16 47 .559
18 51.5 .579
Sun 62 ° = 5    l/^S2
—l iS —
Run 65 551.5%. a.V « 5.80 b.V = 154 m V « 0.06. 2/^62<
t(seo3.x 10“ )^ (%+m)V l/2
2 7 .155
4 9 .155
11 .1728 15.5 ,19210 16.5 .21012 19
24416
284505
Run 64 554 ii. a.V a 5.31 b.V a 167. m V a 0,075 . 8/^62
t(seo3v X 10**^ )
10
15 162184
205
226246
267
288510
551
10
14
55
40
Run 65 560%. a.V = 5.67 b.V = 106
215
246
281
510
558
566
10
40
46
62
58.665.6
72.5
79.5
94.6 
94.5102,6
40
46
60
417
445
468
495
650
650
678
60
70
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Run 66 568.5°K. a.TT = S.65 b.v = 118 m V = 0.15. 14/2/62,
Run 67
Run 68
t (mimtes) (%+m)V 1/2
G 18 .22510 25 .25016 29 .28420 54.5 .51560 46 .364
40 59 .42060 72,5 .43960 85.5 .519
65 92 .542yo 99.5 .57076 106 .69460 112,6 .61505 119 .658
677°K. a.V = 5.60 b.V = 121 m V = 0.076
t (minutes) (%+m)V 1/2
6 17.6 .25010 27 .27715 54#5 .31720 44 .361
26 55.5 .'10550 63.5 .44555 75.5 .48240 84 .52145 94.5 .66950 104.5 .59655 115 .65360 120 .67265 156.5 .709
i85.5^ K. a.V = 5.46 b.V - 105 m V » 0.10
; (minutes) (%+m)V. 3/2
6 22 .25310 56.5 .52815 5Ô .59890 65 .45925 81 .62150 97 .68255 115.5 .64540 129 .70045 144 .763
16/2/02,
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Rim 69 588.5®K. a.V = 5.48 b.V = 115 m V = 0.12 17/^61.
Run 70
t (minutes) (x+m)V 1/2
5 20 .37610 41 .552
15 50 .450
20 78 .49830 08 .579
50 117 .64855 156.6 .71940 156.5 .795
595^ C, a.V = S. 52 b.V z: 99 m V = 0*03 19/
t (:arlmtes). (x+m)V 1/8
5 13 .258
7.5 37 .29510 56.5 .34512.5 47 .39415 68 .Ml17.6 69 .490
20 61 .659
22.5 95 .58926 106 .65827.6 119 .687
30 129 .72555 151.5 .815
40 171.5 .900
59G^ K. a.V =? 5.53 b.V “ 192 m V =3 0.12
t (sees. X 10“ )^ (xHa)V 1/2
1 22 .249
2 30.6 .294
5 40 .54-5
4 50.5 .5925 61.5 .4586 72,5 .481
7 85 .5223 94 .5620 104 .600
10 118 .055
11 125 .675
12 156 .715
15 147 .755
20/^62.
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Run 78 608.a°K. a.V = 5.50 b.V = 171 m V = 0.04. 26/2/62
t(secs. % 10"^ ) (x-wa)Y 1/2
1 15.5 .2568 26.5 .292
5 57.5 .5484 50.5 .4105 66 .4796 79.5 .5557 94 .695
8 108 .648
9 125 .70410 158 .764
11 155 .824
12 165 .87015 177 .92414 189 .978
GOS^ K# a.Y “ 5.45 b.V « 166. m V = 0.02
t(oacs. % 10"^ ) (x+m)V 1/2
1 8 .1502 16 .2155 26 .280
4 58 .5465 51.5 .4066 66 .4687 82 .5518 98 .5929 114 .654
10 150 .71211 144.5 .76812 161 .828
G05°K. a.V = 0 (m blank). b.V = 103 m V
t(secs X 10^ ") (x+m)V
2 54 5
6 6
8 5
10 5
12 514 516 5
18 680 5.5
22 6.5
Run 74 6 "  IDC ).  5  = 0.05 . 27/^62,
Run 75
Run 76 
Run 77
Run 78
605^. a.V =± 5.56
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b.V a 88. m V a 0.04 25/2/62
t(secs. X lO"^ ) (x+m)V 1/2
1 8 .149
2 15 " .2085 25 .2714 57.5 .5545 51 .5986 65 .4547 00 ,5118 95 .5729 110 .650
10 125 .680
565^ K, Fully reported in text. 6/5/62*
560°K. a.V a 5.68 b.V a 87 m V = 0.07 6/5/62.
t(seos. X lO*""^) (xfm)V 1/2
1 15 .2052 25 .2525 52 ,5014 45 .5555 54 ,5996 66 .4477 79 .4967.5 87 .525
565.5%. a.V a 7.22 b.V a 244. m V a 0.07 7/5/62,
t(aeoa. x 10”"^ ) (xm)V 1/2
1 15 .1462 . 27.6 .1975 41.5 *2444 58.5 .2915: 78 .3406 99.5 .5877 122 .455
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Sun 79 560.5°K. a.V « 11.05 b.V = 206 m V = 0.07
Sun 81
t(Eiimtes) (x+m)V 3/2
10 26 .14920 47.6 .21050 76*5 .26840 105 .51760 157 .56860 175.5 •418
560%. a.V a 5.70 b.V a 255 m V a O.IG 14/5/62.
t(secs X 10*''^) (%+m)V 3/2
1 22.5 .2452 50.5 .288s 40.5 .5564 51.5 .5856 65 .4286 75 .4757 87.5 .5188 102 .5689 117 .61810 152.5 .675
660%. a.V a 5.62 b.V a 296 m V a 0.07 15/5/62.
1 15.5 .1952 21.6 .2465 51.5 .5014 42 .5525 52.5 .5986 65.6 .4427 75.5 .4888 88.5 .5589 106 .589
Run 85
Run 82 560^. a.V = 5.70 b.V « 205 m V « 0.07 16/5/6Î
t(seos. X 10"^ ) (x+m)V 1/2
12 
5
4
5
6
78 
910
501^ K. a.V s 5.60 
t(s©cs. X 10**^ )
12 
5
45
6 
7 0 
9
10
14 .19822.5 .25251 .289
41 .54752 .59464 .445
77 .49290.5 .542104 .590
118 .640
b.V = 155 m V = 0.04 19/5/62.
(x+m)V 1/2
9.6 - .16216.5 .216
25.5 .27255.5 .52446.5 .57459.5 .450
72.5 .48086 .552
101 .588lie .640
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APEETOIX IV
Summarised Exporlmontel data for lovf pressure runs, a = (OiLl) ,D O
t) = in moles litres M = moles of iodine in reaction
6 6 vessel a.t time t, x 10 # a.V and 1),V in moles x 10 •
Q a (OHç^ l) (Ig)'^y ) in litres”**- moles^ seconds**^ «
Run 85 6G5°K. a.V = 725. b.V = 2580. 9/5/62.
M t(secs X 10"2) Q % 10-B
25 20 1.04-50 89 1.01
100 44.5 1.53150 61 1.55
200 79 1.72250 97 1.81
500 118 2*13550 142 8.24400 172 2.81
450 214
572,6^. a.V = 720 b.V = 3060 15/5/68.
M t(seos. X; 10-2) Q X 10"^
25 8 .5250 15 .55
100 20.5 .60150 28 .66800 55.5 .74
250 45.5 .81
500 52 .86550 61.5 .88
400 72 .90
450 84 1.05
•“120-
Run 87
3îun 88
Run 89
580°K. a.V = 715 b.V = 1620. 17/5/62.
M t(sec3* X lO**^ ) Q X 10"*^
25 7 .3650 10.5 .57100 17 .49150 25.5 .69200 51 .74250 59 .84500 48.5 .95550 60 1.09400 74 1.34
585.6°K. a.V ts 695 b.V « 2655. 2^5/62.
IÎ t(secs. X Q X 10""^
25 4 .2650 6.5 .23100 10.5 .29150 15.8 .52200 17.8 • 36250 21.8 .59500 26 .40550 31 .42400 56.6 .46450 45 .50
585^.
11
a.V =: 735 .b.V St I960 28/5/62* 
t(secs X 10“ )^ Q % 10~^
25 5 .28
50 8 .56100 12.8 .39150 17.5 •46200 22.5 .64260 28.6 • 61500 55 .66
350 42.8 .77
î?un 90 586^.
—131—
a.V = 716 b.V = 2050 29/5/62.
M t(socs* X 10*"^ ) Q X 10"^
25 5 .2860 8 .50100 12#5 .57150 17.5 .45200 22.5 .48250 28 .58500 54.8 .68560 42.5 .75
586°K. a.V « 725 b.V =s 2406 50/5/62-
M t(seos. X lO"*^ ) 0 X 10"^
25 4.8 .2950 7.6 .26100 12.8 « 54150 16.5 .41200 21 .45250 26 .52500 51.5 .59550 58.5 .66575 42.5 .70
586.5^. a.V = 715 b.V % 2550 51/5/62.
M t(G0oa % 10*"^ ) Q :c 10~^
25 4.6 .2650 7.5 .27100 12 .55150 16 .40200 20.8 .43250 25.8 .49500 51.5 .67550 58 .64
660^.
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a.V = 740 b.V s.
M t(î3cüfi, % :
25 5860 68,675 70
100
160 120,6
800 156
860 198876 281500 846
536 375
649*6®K a,V = 740 b.V
U t(secQ* % :
85 40.650 62
76 80100 98
185 116
160 156.5200 176.6225 196
860 820876 246
0/0/62.
Q %  10"
2.01
2,55
2,50
2.70
5.16
5.76
4,60
4U68
6.06
Run 94 . ^  a.V = 740 b.V = 2110 9/6/62.
-2) Q X 10“2
2.06
2.50 
3.62 2.01
5.17
3.56 
4.28
4.57
4.76
Run 95 562^ a.V = 725 b.V = 2515 14/6/62.
U t(secs. X 10”®) Q X 10”®
25 18 1.08
50 28.5 1.10
75 57.5 1.21
100 46 1.51
150 05.5 1.52
»30 82.5 1.80
250 103.5 2.12
500 127.5 2.25
525 140.5 2.55
550 155.5
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Emi &a 562®K. a.V = 72S b.V a 2080
M  t ( B e c B .  X  1 0 “ ® )  Q  X  1 0 “ “
25 18.5 1.04-
50 29 1.08
75 88.6 1.21
100 47 1.421*66 
1.95
8.05 
8.80
G6
118
FullyRun
RunSW) 597,5^ K
76100
150
800
850
876
Q % 10"
*158
*155.161
'JÏ 
>«?# (Mm
.516
.533
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AEPEM)1X V
Tiie V^iation of the Iodine Dissociation Kquilibriiam Constant 
v/ith Température.
From the data of Perlman and Reliefson^^, the value of A if 
for the reaction
Ig ----^  I + I
over the range to 1274*^ can be derived to be 57,500 cals./mole,
if it is assumed that is constant over this range. If this
value is ascribed to their median temperature, then 
^^^1075 ~ 57,600 cels./mole.
They also give = 56,057 cels./mole*
A  if = 55,514 cols ./mole.
This variation of Alf with temperature is shown in Fig* 22. Since 
a straight line is obtained, then,
d  (  A l f )
dT » constant,
30 that Alf^ K Alf 4" al% where a is a constant. 
Therefore, on integration of the equation
a ( l r i K )  ^
R f  '
r j O
we obtain IhK = - ûu- + a ^
RÏÏ R
where I is an integration constant.
Alf
That is, log K^+ = b. log Ï + J,
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uSiere R x In 10 = 4.57, b = J s I 4 In 10,
and K, is the Iodine dissociation constant in atmospheres.j?
Thus, there should be a linear relationship between the 
expression on the left-hand-side of this equation and log T. T m  
data of Psrlmen and Rollefson were fitted to this equation 
statistically, putting a « 55,514 oals/mole. This gave 
log K + = (0.907 + 0.062) log T + (2.556 - O.OOS).
I.e. log r  a - + (0.907 ± 0,062)log £ + 2.556,P ^
neglecting errors in the constant tenn.
Since the rate-oonstents derived from the present experimental data 
are in concentration units, an e3q>ression for Ko is required* 
SlaceK^B pI'Pj = = Ko.(RS).,
then log Kc » log Kp - log RT
That is, log Ko a + 0.907 log T + 2.550 - log ET
+ log T (0.907 - 1.0) + 2.556 - log 0.08205
7 . 7 B 8i.e. log Ko a - ^ 0.095 log T + 5.682, where
Kc is in moles/litre.
The coefficient b of log T in the expression given above for 
Plog K is ^ovm to be iaentioel iidth ^ , vAere
A a AH° + AT,
-1 2 6 -
Tlien, since b = 0.907 i 0.062, then a a 1.798 i 0.125, 
so thatABg a AI^ + (1.798 - 0.125) T.
Then, at the median t<cmiperaturo of the present range, S68^ K, 
a 55,514 + (1.798 x 568) ± (0.125 x 568) 
a 56,555 - 69.9 cals/mole.
i.e. .« 56,640 - 70 ODls/raole.
This error in the value of A if is negligible compared to that in
"pexp.
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APHEM)IX VI
Correction to 0 ^  of A  if for the reaction I + CH^X —>CHg + Xg#
For eacli reactant and product, the value of - if is required.
5Treating iodine atoms as a perfect monatomio gas., Gp « + Barg-.R,
and since in this case, A = Cp(Tg-T^), then
ifggg ^  s X 568 cals/mole « 2*81 k. cala/mole#
Values of thermodyiismio functions have been calculated from
77spectroscopic data by Fenlon, Cleveland and Heister for CH^ I# 
Interpolation gives ifg^^ - 6.04 k. cals/mole*
Thus, for the reactants is 8.85 k.cals/mole.
78îâixphy has conveniently derived porrer series in T for the various 
thermodynamic functions of a range of simple molecules, including 
iodine. On inserting T = 568 into the appropriate formule, 
if^^Q - a 4.82 Ic* cals/mole for Ig*
All the above values should be fairly accurate* The case of 
the methyl radical is more uncertain. The value of if - if
for methane is 5.21 k. cale/mole, from the tables compiled by 
Pitzei%^^ Kistiakowslqr and Van ArtsdalenT^ estimated ^ fg^^ “ if 
for a methyl radical at 455^K by diminishing the value for methane 
by 0.5 times the vibrational contribution, vhich amounted to about 
0*09 k# cals ./mole#
A detailed calculation of the vibrational contribution at 568^K 
was not made. An arbitrary correction of 0*12 k* cals/mole was
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rOSubtracted from the value for methane, giving H - if for a 
methyl radical as 5.09 k* oalg/mole* The error involved here is 
likely to be small,and. in any case negligible compared v/ith the 
experimental error in the activation energies*
Thus, if j5QQ • if for the products is 9.91 k. cals/mole, and 
^ (9#91 - 8.85) k. cals/mole. = 1*06 k.cals/mole.
In tlie same way, values of H^298 " oan be calculated to be:-
I, 1.485 CH^X, 2.58; 0H^,2.40; Cllg, 2.55; Ig, 2.42; all in 
k. cols per mole.
Hence A(lfgg^ - if) for reaction (l) is 0.7 k, cals/mole.
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APIEMDIK VII
Collision Theory calculation of A-factor fox* reaction (l). 
According to classical collision theoiy, - " g e
wîiere at the reaction rate in terms of the number of molecules 
of one reactant removed by reaction per oc# per second, and  ^is 
the bimoleoular collision rate.
n^, ng are the nurbers of molecule^/cc. present ofspeciès 1 and 2, 
dg are their respective oo31ision diameters, andytt is the 
reduced mass = — .
.Ri^ ertoenteiay, - « %>.°1 ®8 = '’l. °2 == S  ’
wiiore, in the present exemple, o « = concentration of CH^I in
moles/litre, x = concentration of Ig, and Cg =s concentration of I atomsi 
In order to equate the two expressions for the rate, and thus 
derive a theoretical value for A in terms of molecular paraiïieters, 
the units used must he made the same*
Thus, - ^  X , botli being in units of moles
•4 *4litres'" seconds'" . n^ X 1000 ng % 1000
Also, putting c^ c —  , and Cg = ^ ,
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whence A = ^  litres moles“^ seconds"^ .
On inserting K = 6.025 % 10^ ,^ d% = 3% = 5.5 A? , dg = d^^
= 5*1 A^, = 127 a .w .u ., a 142 a .w .u ., k = 1.580 x 10**^^
•4 nergs/degree, the value o f A is  found to he 5*5 x  10 l it r e s  moles'" 
seconds”*^.
The value found experim entally v/as 10^^*^^ l it r e s  moles*^
—1 —2 seconds , so the P- fa c to r is  o f the order o f 10 •
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A H M D I X  VIII
Evaluation o f entropy o f a c tiv a tio n  fo r reactio n  ( l )  from the 
experim entally determined A- fa c to r.
Reaction ( l )  is  the elementary reaction  1 -f CH^X — > CH  ^ + Ig .
The himol.ecular ra te  constant has been determined experim entally 
as ^-19,^00/E T a qijjîq assumes th a t, over the temperature
range investig ated , the temperature dependence o f k^ is  given by 
the Anhenius equation k^ a • e**^V"^“.
ar RT:!... - M s J a  = %
From tra n s itio n  s ta te  theory
* /^  a ^ ^ -A lI/R T   ^ assuming the transmission
*c o e ffic ie n t is  u n ity , where AH is  the enthalpy o f a c tiv a tio n ,
♦and AS^ the entropy o f ac tiv a tio n  fo r  a standard sta te  o f 1 mole/ 
l i t r e .
*
cW riting  th is  as In  =s In  k /h  4 InT 4 In  K , and d iffe re n tia tin g ,
i .e .  = KT + AE» = ET + AH* -  P. a V«
a 1ÎT + AH* -  A n*. ilT .
Thus, A H *  = EL - (1 -  An*)RT.
In s ertin g  th is  value fo r  A H * in to  the tra n s itio n  state  expression
-152- ♦, #
fork, gives k, . m  . e “
~E /RTBy comoaring this with the Aiiiienius expression ku = e
Aj = ^  e ^ since for reaction (1), A n* = -1,
two reactant species coalescing to form the transition oomplox.
Then, In A, = In ^  + 2  + AS 
Thus,AS* + 2S a R{ln A, - In
= 4.87 (log A, - log ~ )
Putting log A^ = 10.71, (os determined experimentally), T « 568%, 
k a 1.580 X 10 ergs/degree, and h = 6.625 x 1 0 ^ erg - seconds, 
gives AS^ 4 2R a -10.79 oals/degree, whence A8* = -14.75 cals/degree,
for a stonihird state of 1 mole/litre.
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Aiemmix ixamnrntr^m'tAm
Theoretical Eatisnation of Sitropy of Activation for reaction (l),
1 + 0H,.i — ^ on^+Ô t) 6
The entropies of the species GILI, I, and the transition coni>lex 
OH^ Xg, \mst be estimated in the gas-phase at 508%.
(a) CI^
S°^ = R(-g In Ï + ■^  In M - In P - 1.164), foi’ a standard state
of 1 atmosphere, wliere M is the molecular v/eight mid P the pressure 
in atmo^heres. (Sachur - Tetrode Equation).
Thus, for T = 568°K, M = 142, P ts 1,
®°trona “ 45.91 cals/degree
S° . = R(4 In T + 4 In ABO - Inf) - 8,584, rdiere A,B,C are thero%* A M
principal moments of inertia in units of atomic-weight-units - S 
and f is the symmetry nurnber*
For CH I^, fe 5, corresponding to the tliroe equivalent positions 
of the hydrogen atoms on rotating the molecule about the oaihon- 
iodine axis. Tîie values of A, B and 0 used v^ Dre those determined 
by Gordy, Simmons and SirdthV^  Tims A = 5*51, B = 0 = 67*54, 
both in a.w.u* %
Tlien £= 20*86 cals/degroe*
B*vib, = -R i i / ) + K
= - Z  + sm • rn
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A i^ectroscopic mialysis of methyl iorlide has been carried out by
77Fenlon, Cleveland and Meleter. Using the values derived by them
for the nine (=:5n-0) fundamental frequencies, the corresponding
F Hfunctions for - and ^ ere readily obtained from the tables
81published by V/ilson.
* i wi •« z# IjO s° 8°T 3r T ¥
5000 5,5 1 .001 .000 .009 .009
1850 2,20 i *037 .280 .567 .567
550 0.97 1 .570 .916 1.486 1.486
5050 5.4 8 ,001 .007 .008 .016
1450 2.55 2 ,052 .195 .245 .490
900 1.50 2 .218 .522 .740 1.430
The values of w are in wave-nuiiibers. (cms. ), and tlio
terrrperature T = 568%* The total is the sum of the entries
in the final column, i.e. s= 5*05 cals/degree*
for CH^I, + ^%ot. + Clb.
« 08*62 cals/degree.
(t). :!
If iodine atoais are treated as an ideal momtomic gas, then
» ^^rcuis ^^el *^^ el contribution to the entropy
of the unpaired electron. This is discussed more fully at the end 
of this section.
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S®* = 5 (§ In 668 + -| In 127 - In 1 - 1.164)trails. '2 2 ^
a 45,58 cals/clegixie.
Then S^ .. . - for I a 45.58 + -, cals/degree,total el, 7 0
Then 2 = 112.20 + oals/degree,
(o). OHgIg
= R (4 In 568 + | In 869 - In 1 - 1.104) = 45.82 cals/degi^e.uraiiS. <cs <a
In order to evaluate and , the spatial dimensions and
fundamental frequencies of the transition complex must be p^iessed.
It seems reasonable to assume that the complex is linear with
respect to the carbon and iodine atoms* Also, it is readily shovm
that the centra of gravity of the metliyl groups lies on the 
G - I - I axis\at a point 0.02 & from the carbon nucleus, snd 
substitution of a point mass of 15 a.w.u. at this %)oint for the 
methyl group simplifies the calculation of the rotational contribution.
Tlie moment of inertia about the G - I - I axis is due only to 
the hydrogen atoms, and is thus very sînall. compared vdth the other 
moments of inertia* Tims, no appréciai}le error is involved in 
assumj.n^ f that it has the same value os in GHyl, i.e. 5.51 a.“v/*u«
% 1  '
Bond lengths in the transition complex must now be assigned.
TÎ1C following normal bond len^ gths are taken from the Tables edited 
by Sutton.
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C - II
H •* Br 
G - I 
I - I 2.66 %
For the analogous transition coKiplex OH^Br^ Kistialcov/sky and
1.09 S in 0Î1 
1.41 %
2.10 8 In 0%It)
Van ihrtsdalon'^ '^  assigned bond distaricses G -* H = 1#1? & and 
H - Br = 1.86 % , along the reaction coordinate, These values 
correspond to 7% and ^ 2% extensions of the noiroal bond lengths, 
raspootively, Since the 0 - I and I - I bonds are likely to be 
more readily extended than the 0 - II and II - lb? bonds respectively^ 
the percentage extensions vd.ll probably be larger* Tlie 0 - 1  
bond v/as assigned the length 2*56 and the 1 - 1  bond 5.60 fu 
If the centre of gravity is chosen as the origin, the system is 
readily shov/n to correspond to that sho\m
Me 2.58 8 I 1.57 8 2.05 8 I15 127 127 X
=2
= 10(2.58 + 1.07)9 + 127(1.57)9 + 127(2.08)9 
= 1069.7 a.w.u. 8 9.
-15?-
o'men = R (I In 568 + In 3.8 x 1068.7^ ' - In 5)-5.384
=: 26,44 cals ./degree 
It is reasonable to assuiae tîmt the metlayl group can ï*otate freely 
about the % x axis, so there is no contr*à.butlon from this type of 
motion.
Since the coïoplex contains 6 atoms, and is non-linear, it must
possess 12 normal vibrational modes. The frequencies assigned
were those determined for methyl iodide, diminished by a quantity
arrived a.t by pure guesswork to account for the electron-deficiency
of the entity, which vrill tend to weaken the bonds, The three
additional frequencies v/ere assigned by analogy with those assigned
for Gli^ Br, taking into aocouîit the large moss of the iodine atoms
and the fundaaental frequency of the iodine molecule, The
frequencies assi^ pned, and their contributions to the entropy, as
81detoimined fx’Oiii the tables of Wilson, are tabulated below,
(The method assuiaes that the oscillations are haxmonic),
5000 
1250 
550 
5050 1450 
900 
Ï-I stretch 
Me-X-I bend
for Ollgig,cli T T )?°" f gO
2900 1 5.1 .010 .001 .011 .011
1160 1 2,02 .557 .113 .450 .460450 1 0,79 1.070 .774 1.844 1.844
2950 2 6.2 .009 .001 .010 •0201550 2 2,58 .252 .067 .299 .698800 2 1.41 *614 .285 .897 1,794
150 1 0.26 1.640 2.521 5.961 5.961
100 2 0.18 1.742 2,044 4.G86 9.572
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!Bie are in #ms and T «. 868^ K, Tlie total is the sum
of the figures in the final column. The tra?isition state theory 
requires one vibrational mode to he omitted, this corresponding 
to the reaction coordinate. The 0 - I stx’etohlng mode would seem to 
be the logical choice, and it seems probable that this can be 
identified as the third in the above table, with 450 
Thus, “ 16,21 oals/degreo.
^%otal := ^ "trens. " ^ 'rot. + ^ %ib. +
= 88,47 4- cals./degree.
Thus, =: 88.47 - 112.20 + ^ 8°^^ oals/degree.
= " 25.75 + A 8^ cals ./degree, for a standard stateGJL»
of latmosphere.
For comparison with the value derived from the experimental data, 
this must he converted to a standard state of 1 mole per litre. It 
can be shovm that
A a A8^p " An.E.ln RT, where (HT) is in litres atmospheres 
Since for reaction (l), I + 011^ 1 — > CH^Ig — ^ products,
A a  =» -1, then AS® e AS® + 4.57. log (0,08205 z 508)
= - 23.75 + 7.02 = -10.11 o.aIe./asgree.
ÏÏO this must he Rââ.ed A S _ TOie energy separation between
electronic states is usually so great that at ordinary temperatures
only one state, the lovmst, is occupied. The electronic partition 
function Qe » @^&i/kT _ if only state 1 is occupied, since
is talcen as sero.
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The degeneracy g of an electronic state is 2J h 1, wixere J is the 
resultant quantum number, or total angular momentuia quantum nuniier.
The ground state of an iodine atom is a : state, so that J »
and g =£ 4. The next highest state, ^IV , lies 7,605 above2
the ground state,so that hcrw/kT j= 19.5 at 568®K* Thus, the
contribution to the electronic partition function of this level is
2 X 0 v/Moh is negligible, so the electronio entropy of iodine
atoms is R In 4 calo,/degree* Tîïat the ground state only should be
considered is not a general rule is oxen^lified by the case of chlorine
atoms, for which the state is only 881 cms.~^ above the ground
^^5/2 '::^ tate,^  and must be talcen into consideration*'^ *^  Thus, the
86general rule stated by Trotmon-Biokenson, that the electronic entropy
of free radicals and atoms is always H In 2, siiould be used vdLth core.
Tlie electronic entropy of the 0%!,) radical is difficult to 
75estimate. Fitser ' assigned only electronic spin entropy R In 2 to 
the analogous transition complex OH^-H-Gl itvolved in the chlorination 
of hydrocarbons* If the some assignation is made for the CIL-I-I 
activated complex, then, in the present case, 8*^^ =: H In 2 - H In 4 
=s - 1*58 cals ./degree. It should be noted that this change in elect­
ronio entropy does not imply that reaction (l) is non-adiabatic in the
87sense used by Glasstone, Laidler and l^ oringj i.e. there is no change
in the total electron spin, viiidi is ^  for iodine atoras and for
70methyl radicals. (According to Mulliken, the ground state of a 
methyl radical is represented by a tern or where the
—140—
superscript 2 denotes the value of 23 -f 1, so S The other
symbols used do not have interpretations analogous to those used to 
describe atomic and diatomic molecular terms). The nornsero electronic 
entropy change is due to the fact that the degeneracy factor g 
« 2J + 1, not 23 -f 1, and that it is the latter #iich must remain 
invariant*
Thus, the estimated theoretical entropy of activation for reaction
(1) is-16.11 - 1*58 « 17.49 cals •/degree, for a standard state of 
1 mole per litre.
The possible errors arise from iipiormice of the appropriate 
parameters of the transition complex* Thus, the translational 
contribution is accurately loaown, to within the validily of the ideal 
gas laws, while the errors made in guessing the principal moments of 
inertia are probably not veiy great. The main uncertainty lies in 
the assignation of fundomontEil frecjuenoles to the oon^lex* The 
vibrational contribution is fairly large in the present instance, as 
the largo mass end relatively wefdc covalent binding pov/er of the 
iodine atoms introduce relatively low frequencies, wide h would be 
appreciably excited et the experimental temperature. The nuclear 
spin contributions have been ignored, as they cancel out, and the 
electronio contribution is fully discussed above. Tîie twin 
assuïïptions that polyatoaic iaolacul,es act siinultanieously as rigid 
rotators and siniple-harmonic oscillators are, of course, mutually 
exclusive, but are commonly mode.
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ïÎBtiination of A  _ «aid 68®, , at 298®K, iiAere AS®^ „ is the1$6 0«u JL. a
entropy change for the procès (1,2) helovf, AS^g  ^that for (5,5).
es® 1^  1*2 I + OH*I OIL Irx"— — ' o 5 2
^^298 OHgl a 60.7 oals./ciegreeJ^
8^g,QforI . +3%,^
« 5(2.5 In 298 + 1.6 In 127 - 1.164) + R In 4 (See
Appendix DC)
« 43.2 cals ./degree.
^^298 ^2 " by power series in T given by Murphy,
» 32.6 oala./degree.
S^29Q for OHg. i%e entropies of variuua models for the OH, radical
SBhave been estimated as follows
Planar, aynmetzy mmber 6, 8^ = 44.0
Hon-plenar, symmetry number 6, hlg^ i inversion frequency, = 44.1 
Eon-planar, symmetiy number 5, very lov/ inversion frequency, a 46*5
Tliese values do not include the electronic contribution, and 
have an estimated uncertainty of not more than - 1 cel ./degree.
The favoured value appears to be 45*5 cals./dei^ ree, miich along with 
electronic entropy R In 2, (See Appendix IX), gives ^^298 “ cels./ 
degree, for OH^ .
( o = (4^ *^  + 2^*5) - (60.7 + 45.2)t) IL.a
"142- 
=3 5.5 oals./degree, 
since A 8^^ « AS°p - An-R.ln HT, and An w 0, then
( A 8^^)^ g = ( = 6*6 oals./degree at 298^ K.
^^3*5 OIL + HI OIL + I 5 ^  ^
^^298 ® 44#6 oals ./degree
^^298  ^ ^ 45*2 cola./degreso(See above).
^^298 - 46.9 cals./degree. (See above).
^^298 “ 49;7 oals,/degree, oalculated from foimula
78given by Murphy,
Then ( AS°J_ « = ( AS%)_ . = (44*6 + 45.2) - (46.9 + 49.7) «O 0»w *v
— 8*9 cals ./degree, at 298"^ E,
Ammmix xi»Mi iHwiM
Evaluation of Esporln^ntal end Theoretical Entropies of Activation 
for Heaction (5) at 570^ K«
I  + CH^ ----- >  OHg 4 in  (a )
AS*
lias been determined &b litres moles secs""^  at
S98^K := ^qia.GO moles*"^  secs"^ at 298^K
» 008. moles"^ seos“^ at 570^.
Xassuming the value of Am varies with
From transition state theory? (see Appendix VXÎI) >
A a w/h . . g 80 that
AS*g = 4.S7(log Ag - log kl/h) - 2R
ts - 0.91 cals./degree. at S70°K, for a stendard state of
1 mole/co.
AS* tbeor.
S®gyQ for I = S^trana. * °^el. “ *5.6 + 2,8 (See Appendix IX)
= 46-4 cals ./degree.
= 51.5 oals./degree?hy interpolation of data tabulated
by Utzer.^^
Thus for reactants s= 97,7 cals./degree.
CH.I Î- a E (2.6 In 570 + 1^ 6 In 145 - 1.164) = 45.9 cals./%  ^ i-raiis. ^_
The complex is assumed to have a linear configuration ? with
bond distances H^O
•^ 144^
1.17 â „ 9.11 &H X? by analogy with those
72assigned to the OH^Br complex by Kiatiaicowsl:y and Van Artsdalen
The OHg group can be considered as a mass of 16 a.v/.u* on the
0-H-I axis? 0*02 â from the carbon nucleus. (See Appendix IX) #
Also? the moment of inertia around the O-H-I axis, due only to the
hydrogen atoms of the methyl group? will be small? and approximately
80equal to the corresponding Value for metliyl iodide? viz. 5*51 
a*w*u. &
Then, taking the centre of gravity as origin, the system is readily
shovm to be equivalent to that shown,
z
1
-a- 1.75 A 0,55 A
127
X
z
1 = I = 15(1.1 + 1.75)^ + 1 (1.75)2 ^ 127(0.55)2yy
807.6 &.W.U. i 2
Then So R (|- In 570 + -J In 5.51 x 207.6 % 307.6 - In ff) - 5.581=rot.
v^ îiere <r= 5 is the sym^ ietry number, so % 25*1 cals ./degree*
To evaluate , the fundamental frequencies must be assigned
to the complex* Since the purpose of this calculation is to comporo
the result v/ith that obtained by Xiatiakowsky and Van Artsdalen,72
for the analogous reaction Br + 011,^ -— > GH^ > K Br> frequencies
were txssigned to the present complex so as to correspond to those 
made for the CH^Br conplex* Tlie frec]Uoncies assigned? in 
ei'e sho%m in the table belov;? together with the required functions 
evaluated from the tables of Wilson®^;-
w w570 H°/r g°/g 8 %
5000 5.3 5 .008 .001 .009 .027
2000 4.7 1 .016 #002 .018 .018
500 0.93 2 1.527 1.254 2.681 5.162
1440 2.55 5 .197 .055 .250 1.260
Tlie frequency correspondiiag to the II - 1 stretching mode has 
been omitted? as this has been chosen as the reaction coordinate.
Then is the sum of the last column = 8*5 cals,/degree.
If the electronic entropy is taken to he H In 2 » 1,4 cals./degree 
(See Appendix XX)? then B^^otal the transition coii^ lex OH^X 
= + ^ °roi. * ^iib. + oala./mole.
men, A = 74.9 - 97.7 a - 22.8 oala./degree at 570°K, for a 
standard state of 1 atmosphere.
Bow = AS*p - An E In P. AV*? wiiere An « -^1 in the present
case, and A V* is the volume change at the appropriate temperature 
(670^ K) and pressure (1 atmosx^ here), Since AS*^ is required relative 
to a standard state of 1 mole/cc., AV* should be expressed in cos.
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Then A  8*^ « - 88.8 II In (1 x 22,400 x 570/275)
- - 1.5 calls ./degree at 570%? for a standard state
of 1 mole/co.
i: O * »Ji <4
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